Going into the next millennium, gear manufacturers
in every industry will need bold new machine and
tooling solutions to gain the advantage in fierce
competition

worldwide.

They'Ujind it at Gleason! Pfauter.
What brings these two world leaders in bevel and
cylindrical gear manufacniring together is a shared
commitment to delivering

new geannaking
technologies to
the global
marketplace ...
technologie that
ultimately lead to a
customer's ability to bring
product to market faster, more economically, and with
greater quality than ever before.
After all, if Gleason and Pfauter were that good operating

independently, then imagine what they can do together ..,.
'G~easonJPfauter~The dawn of a new era,
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Behind the smiles and happy talk about the show is the nagging feeling on tile part of some major exhibitors that Gear
Expo till 'co as way too much in terms of money. time and
effort compared to the number of anendees andthe amount of
productive exhibit lime. One exhibitor told me that he calculated the price of each lead he generated at the show at $ HXlO!
AGMAlleeds to cbenge its foeu to attracting more vi itora,
not. just more exhibitors. The show's success cannot be judged
just by the number of booths sold. Key to Gear Expo's continuing succes is for exhibitors to have a commercially succes ful
show-one with lots of customers. Better, more aggre sive publicity and year-round-promotion,
even: mallthings like clear,
identifiable signage outside the show hall (one 'of the major
exhibitor commented that he W31Il'l sure that lh - 'taxi brought
him to the right place inee the only ign on the outside 'of the
building was for another show!), all can make for a better show.
AGMA also needs to look atthe demographics of both its
visitors and exhibitors. True, the Detroit location attracted an
increasing number of automotive and heavy industry people,
but visitors from small and medium-sized shops are critical toa
show's success. More work need to be done La attract them to
the show. Perhaps Detroit's location at the edge, rather than in
the heart of "gear country;' works against attracting enough of
these visitors.
That arne fact may also cast a shadow on the po sibilities
for Nashville in '99. Like Detroit, Na hville is on the edge,
rather than in the center of "gear country," and its location could
work against it. If the economy is strong, '99 in Nashville wi.II
probably be another success; however, a weakening economy
could mean a different scenario .. A grimmer busines picture
just might provide the excuse people need not toirave! the extra
distance and for the exhibitors to decide to cut back on the
"iron"they bring.
Granted, Gear Expo attendance numbers. have shown small,
incremental growth over the years, so perhaps these can be seen
as minor quibbles. But is the increase enough? Are the additional visitors the kind of customers the exhibitors are looking
for? Will exhibitors be willing to hang in long enough to allow
customer attendance to grow at less than 10% every two years.
(and this is in good times)? Arethere other ways to get the numbers higher or the costs lower. and finally, will the increasingly
popular Gear Pavilion at IMTS prove to be more co t effective
for exhibimrs,...---especially when the economy cools?
The planners at AGMA deserve fun marks for growing the
show as well as ·!hcy have over the last decade, but they al 0
cannot rest on their laurels. Gear Expo is a good idea that. still
needs work toensure jts long term success.

Ringstrasse,20

IFax: 414-255-9616,
E-Mail: fBssle.r@execpc.com
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Influence of Gear Design on
Gearbox Radiated Noise
fired B. Oswalld. Dennis, P:To,wns"end, Mark JI, Valco
Robert H,Spencer. Raymond ,JI. Drag;o & Joseph W., ILenski. Jr,
Introduction
A major ource of helicopter cabin noise
(which has been measured at over 100 decibels
ound pressure level) is the gearbox, Reduction
of this nol e i a ASA and U,S. Army goal. A
requirement for the ArmylNASA Advanced
Rotorcraft Transmission project was II .I0 dB
noise reduction compared to current designs,
The main exciting force which. produce gear
noise are the meshing Forces of the gear teeth in
the transmission. Whjle many factors influence
IriInsmission noi e, the simple fact remains that if
the basic exciting forces are reduced and no
amplifying factors are pre em, the overall noise
level of the sy tern willi be reduced.
Among the several ways in which.the gear tooth
meshing forces may be reduced, two of the most.
directly applicable to helicopter transmissions are
the form of the teeth and the overall contact ratio.
Bolh approache are attractive for an aerospace
application since. unlike sound absorbing treatments, these approache
have the potential for
reducing noise without reducing performance or
increru;ingoverall .ytem weight. Both approache:
also offer the po ibHity of improving gear performance in terms of longer life, higher load capacity,
greater reliability and reduced weight, while simultaneously reducing noise level .
Helical gears, as compared to spur gears, 'typically produce lower noise levels. Winter (Ref. 1)
Table I -

Test Gear Configurations

Tootb Form

Type

Transverse
Pressure Angle

Contaca Ratio
ProliJe
Face

Total

I. Spur Baseline

Involute

Spur

25

U

0.0

1.3

2. HeR Spur

Involute

Spur

3. Helical Baseline

Involute

0

20

2.1

0.0

2.1

21'.5 Helical

25

1.3

1.25

2.6

4. Double Helical

Involute

38.2° Helical

25

1.3

2.50

3.8

5. Helical

Involute

28.9° Helical

25

1.3

1.76

3.1

6. HCR Helical

Involute

35.3° Helical

20

2.1

2.25

4.4

7. NIF Spur Baseline

Noninvolute

Spur

25

1.3

00

1.3

8. NIF-HeR Spur

Noninveiute

Sp1Jr

20

2.1

00

2.1

Configuration
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provides a conci e summary Oil the variation of
excitation level's with facecontact ratio. There i .
little other definirive data which defines the noise
advantage of helical gears for accurate, ground
gears. Similarly, anecdotal inforraancn indicates
that higher contact ratio • both face and profile.
also tend to reduce noise levels but, again, hard
data is not readily available.
While helical gears provide ome noise reduction, their use also generates a thrust load which
must 'be dealt with inthe design of the overall. system, especially the support bearings, gear blank
design and housing structure, Double helical
gears, which cancel 'I.he thrust loads from each
helix within the gear blank, provide relief from net
thrust problems. However, the noise properties of
double helical gears have not been reported.
Noninvolute tooth forms have been investigated for po sible 'u e in helicopter transmi sions in
recent year .e ling of high profile contact ratio,
noniovoluee tooth form gears (HCR-NIF) has
shown that the load capacity can be substantiall.y
higher than that of cOllventionalinvolute gears,
and the bending load capacity (at rugh loads) was
at least equal to that of the involute gears (Ref. 2).
These investigations. however, have centered
almost universally on the load capacity and not
on noise generation.
This progrsm wasconducted as part of the
Advanced Rotorcraft Transmission Project (Ref,

GEAR

TECHNOLOGV

3). Its objective was to define, by controlled testing, the effect on noise levels due to changes in
the profile and face contact ratios and the gear
tooth form. These factors were varied both separately and in combination.
The test gear configurations were selected to
be representative of those used in helicopter
transmissions. The test gear designs include four
different types of spur gears (low and high contact-ratio in both involute and noninvolute profiles), as well as five different helical (single and
double) gear designs with various profile and face
contact ratios. The gears were designed to be as
nearly identical as possible, except for deliberate
differences in tooth geometry and contact ratio.
Testing was conducted under controlled conditions (torque, speed, oil flow, temperatures, etc.).
Acoustic intensity measurements were taken with
the aid of a robot to insure repeatability of measurements between gear sets and to minimize the
influence of operator technique. Results presented here include trends of the sound power at mesh
frequency and narrow-band spectra of sound
power. Preliminary results from this program
were earlier presented by Drago (Ref. 4).
Test Gears
Eight sets of test gears were designed. Four of
these are spur gears. Two sets have an involute
tooth form, and two utilize a noninvolute, constant radius of curvature profile. All gears were
designed in accordance with standard aerospace
practice so that, except for size, they are representative of typical helicopter gears. The eight
gear designs are summarized in Table I and are
shown in Fig. 1. Additional test parameters are
shown in Table 2.
Fig. I also shows a gear set which is not listed
in Table 1. This was not one of the planned test
variants. During the manufacture of the test gears,
the double helical gear drawings went out with a
drafting error such that both helices were manufactured with the same hand. The resultant gear
set (known officially as "spread single helical
gears" and unofficially as "OOPS" gears), are
shown in the upper right corner of Fig. 1.
Although these gears probably would not be used
in a production environment, we decided to test
one pair of them anyway.
Apparatus & Procedure
Test Facility. The NASA Lewis gear noise rig
(Fig. 2) was used for these tests. This rig features
a single-mesh gearbox powered by a 1SO kW
(200 hp) variable speed electric motor. An eddy
current dynamometer loads the output shaft. The
gearbox can be operated at speeds up to 6000
rpm. The rig was built to carry out fundamental

Transverse Module, nun
(diametral ptich, in-I)

studies of gear noise and the dynamic behavior of
gear systems. It is designed to allow testing of
various configurations
of gears, bearings,
dampers and supports. To reduce unwanted
reflection of noise, acoustical baffles covered test
cell walls, floor and other nonmoving surfaces.
The material attenuates reflected sound by 20 dB
or more for frequencies of 500 Hz and above.
Instrumentation and Test Procedure. Experimental modal test results from a previous testing
program (Ref. 5) provided the first five natural
frequencies and modes of vibration of the gearbox top. The natural frequencies were checked to
assure that gear mesh frequencies did not coincide with important modes of the gearbox. Also,
from previous analytical work, we know that torsional modes of the gear system are well above
the 6000 rpm speed limit of the rig.

Fred B. Oswald
Dennis P. Townsend
are with the NASA Lewis
Research Center,
Cleveland, OH.

Mark J. Valco
is with the U.S. Army
Research Laboratory at
NASA Lewis Research
Center.

Robert H. Spencer
Raymond J. Drago
Joseph W. Lenski, Jr.
are with Boeing Helicopters,
Philadelphia, PA.
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Acoustic intensity measurements were performed, under stable, steady-state operating conditions, with the aid of a computer-controlled
robot designated RAIMS (Robotic Acoustic
Intensity Measurement System). The RAIMS
software (I) commanded the robot to move an
intensity probe over a prescribed measurement
grid; (2) recorded acoustic intensity spectra in the
analyzer for each node of the grid; and (3) transmitted the spectra to the computer for storage on
disk. The gearbox, robot and intensity probe are
illustrated in Fig. 3. RAIMS is more completely
described in Refs. 6 and 7.
The acoustic intensity probe consists of a pair
of phase-matched 6 mm microphones mounted
face-to-face with a 6 mm spacer. The probe has a
frequency range (±l dB) of 300-10,000 Hz.
Measurements were made at a distance of 60 mm
between the acoustic center of the microphones
and the gearbox top.
At each operating condition, the intensity
spectra collected from the twenty nodes of the
grid were averaged, then multiplied by the area to
compute an 80l-line sound power spectrum. The

.'"

Fig. 3 - Test gearbox and RAIMS robot.
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at 100% speed,

area was assumed to be the area of the grid, plus
one-half additional row and column of elements,
or 0.0910 m2. The actual area of the top is 0.1034
m2. We did not extend the measurement grid
completely to the edges of the gearbox top
because the edge of the top was bolted to a stiff
mounting flange which would not allow much
movement, and measurements taken close to the
edge of the top would be affected by noise radiated from the sides of the box.
Noise measurements from the gearbox sides
were not attempted for the following reasons: (1)
the top is not as stiff as the sides; thus, noise radiation from the top dominates at most frequencies;
(2) the number of measurement locations were
reduced; and (3) shafting and other projections
made such measurements difficult.
Sound power measurements were made over a
matrix of nine test conditions: 3 speeds (60, 80
and 100% of 5000 rpm) and at 3 torque levels
(60,80 and 100% of the reference torque 256 Nm (2269 in-Ib». During each intensity scan, the
speed was held to within ±5 rpm and torque to ±2
N-m. At least five complete sets of scans were
performed on each gear set.
Acoustic intensity data were recorded over the
bandwidth 896-7296 Hz. On the 801-line analyzer, this produced a line spacing of 8 Hz. We chose
this frequency range because it includes the first
three harmonics of gear meshing frequency for
the speed range (3000-5000 rpm).
Processing Sound Power Data. The sound
power data captured by the method outlined
above consists of many data files of sound power
spectra. Sample spectra for the four spur gear
configurations are shown in Fig. 4, and spectra
for the five helical gear configurations in Fig. 5.
Each spectrum includes the first three harmonics
of gear mesh frequency. The harmonic frequencies are marked with a "." on the top border. Each
harmonic is surrounded by several sidebands.
The most prominent sidebands were related to
the pinion shaft frequency. Gear shaft sidebands
were not prominent.
To characterize the measurements, we decided
to reduce each 80l-line sound power spectrum to
a few numbers that would represent the gear
mesh noise. We call these numbers the harmonic
sound power levels.
We considered five methods for determining
the sound power level.
(1) Record only the value at the mesh frequency harmonic. This means to ignore sidebands even though they were often significant.
(2) Check the harmonic frequency and several
sidebands and record the highest value.
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area was assumed to be ihe area of the grid, plus
one-half additional [Ow and column of elements,
or .0..0910 m2• The actual area of the top is 0.1034
m!. We did not extend the measurement grid
completely to the edges of the gearbox top
because the edge of the top was bolted to a stiff
mounting flange which would not allow much
movement, and measurements taken close to the
edge of the top would be affected by noise radi-

Acoustic intensity measurements were perfanned, under stable, steady-state operating conditions, with the aid of a computer-controlled
robot designated RAIMS (Robotic Acoustic
Intensity Measurement System). The RAIMS
software (]) commanded the robot to move an
intensity probe over at prescribed measurement
grid; (2) recorded acoustic intensity spectra in the
anal.yzer for each node of the grid; and (3) transmitted the spectra to the computer for storage on

ated from the sides of the box..

result of rebuilding them after disassembly for
inspection. even. though no parts were changed.
Considering this effect, in addition to the manufacturing variability checks, we also checked for
variability due to disassembly and reassembly.
We checked for variability by testing three
"builds" of the first gear set. Each build used
exactly the same parts, and each was accomplished by the same technician using the same
tools and parts.
Results
A very large amount of data was collected dUIing this test program. An overview is presented in
the composite noise level bar charts of Figs. 7-8.
Spur Gears. We testedgears with both involute and noninvolute tooth formsand with both
standard and high profile contact ratios. Though
the noise levels (Fig ..7) generally increased with
speed. in general, the high contact ratio spur
gears (Configs. 2, 8) were 2 dB quieter than the
standard contact ratio gears (Condgs, 1,7) regardless of the tooth form. Similarly, the involute
tooth form gears (Configs, 1, 2) were quieter (by
3-4 dB) than their noninvolute counterparts
(Configs. 7, 8).
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Helical Gears. The single helical gears
include three different helix angles and. both standardand high profile contact ratios. As in the
spur gears, an increase in the contact ratio correlates with a decrease in the noise level. Increasing
the face contact ratio from about 1.15 (Config, 3)
ItO 1.6 (Config. 5) decreases the noise level substantially in every case, though the results at
higher speeds are more dramatic than at lower
speeds. Also, a:t every operating condition, the
composite noise level of a helical gear (Fig. 8) is
less than the level, for a spur gear with similar
profile contact ratio.
The combination of high profile and high face
contact ratio further decreases gear noise. Indeed,
the high profile and high face consact ratio design
(Config. 6) with profile and face contact ratios of
2.1 and 2.1 respectively was the lowest noise generator at almost every operating condition.
Helical gears used in helicopters tend to have
relatively low face contact ratios (helix angles are
kept low (0 minimize thrust loading and the extra
weight associated with reacting to the thrust);
thus. this result is especially interesting. since it
suggests that it maybe possible to trade off helix
angle against increasing profile contact ratio to
improve the noise level without the weight penalI tyassociated with accomplishing the same reduction. with helix angle alone.
A surprising result. the double helical gear set
was noisier (by 4 dB on average) than its single
helical (OOPS gear) counterpart, The OOPS gear
set is essentially II single helical set with a gap in
the middle of the tooth face. Us effective face
contact ratio is similar to that of the high contact
ratio helical gears (COilfig. 6).
The double helical phenomenon appears to be
related to axial shuttling, which occurs as the
double helical pinion moves to balance alit the
net thrust loading. The shuttling is due to the
presence of small mismatches in the relativepositions of the teeth on each helix. No matter how
accurate the gear is. some mismatch will always
be present; thus. this is an unavoidable phenomenon .
Wbile the thrust balancing characteristic of a
double helical gear is a valuable design feature,
since it greatly simplifies the bearing system, a
price is paid in. terms of noise and vibration as the
gear set shuttles back and forth.
Since the per helix face contact ratio. face
width, profile contact ratio, etc. are identical for
the OOPS and the double helical gear sets, the
only operational difference is the lack of axial
shuttling, The double netical set will be in a constant equilibrium-seeking state because of the

theoretically zero netthrust load, while the OOPS
gear set win run in a fixed axial po ition because
of the net thrust load.
Thi test provide . orne in igbt into the magnitude of the noi e penalty which is paid when
double rather than equivalent ingle helical gear
are used. Since these test gears are 0111 vel)' accurate (typical for helicopter gears). it should be
obviou that a Im:ger penalty would be paid if
gears of le ser qUality were Ito be used, because
t1Je lower the gear qualiry i , the more hutlling
would be .Iikely to occur.
Sampl:e, Build & Specimen V~rialions, AI.
least five ets of noi e scan at each operating
condition were taken. Our goal wa to obtain confid nee limits w.ithin I dB for each value of harmonic sound power level. This goal was met on
about 60% of the lest ets,
During other testing. the authors have noted
significant variations in the measured (and perceived) noise level of the same gear system before
and after disassembly .• n some cases, thi variation was of considerable magnitude .. To. inve tigale [his phenomenen, the first set of ba eiine
spur gears (Config. J), was a sembled, tested, disassembled, reassembled and then tested again.
This process w repeated until the gears had
been tested three time .
The largest minimum-to-maximum
build varialion was 7.8 dB (al. th high speed!. low ~orqu condition). wlille the minimum build variation was 0.7
dB (al the medium peed condition). The average
build variation was about 3 dB. While no real pattern j apparent, .it appears that the variation
decreased lightly with increasing load.
Since we te ted two sample . of each of the
eight gear designs, we can compare the "build"
variati 0, to the variation between "identical" parts.
For the eight gear de igns, the .average part-to-part
variation in the compo ite noi e levels wa 2.S dB.
One would expect the variation between amples
of the same flaJ1 1.0 equal or exceed the variation
from rebuilding the same parr. The "build" te t
was pelformed at the beginning of the test program. Increased experience may have reduced the
variation ferlater rests.
The factors consldered above point our 'he di:r·
ficulty in defining a noise reduction effort in that
the variations due to unintended effects are often
of th same order of magnitude as the changes
which may be attributed togear configuration or
treatment. Such difference
. hould exceed the
variations due [0 sample and build effects and
those observed among different specimens of 'the
same part before they can be ,considered signiflcant in themselves.

Conclusions
Nine different spur and helical gear designs
were tested in the NASA gear-noise rig 10 compare the noise radiated from the gearbox top for
the vario.l.! gear designs. Sound power measurements were made under controlled conditions for
II matrix of operaling conditions .. The following
conclu ions were made:
L The most significant factor for noi e reduelion within a gear designer's control was the total
contact. ratio. Gear noi e may be reduced by
increasing either the profile or face contact ratio.
2. The noninvolute tooth form spur gears have
a 3-4 dB, noise penalty compared to. their conventional involute counterparts.
3. The high contact ratio pur gears (with a
58% increase in profile contact ratio) showed an
average noise reduction of about. 2 dB over standard gears.
4. The noise level of double helical gears averaged about 4 dB higher thanotherwise
similar
ingle helical gears.
5. In noise reduction tests, variation due to
unintended effects, such as testing different part
specimens or even reassembly with the same
pans, may be of the same order of magnitude as
the effect of deliberate design change . 0
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Quieter Gears.
Engineered Metals.
There's only orre way to' ensure that the
gears YDU produce will always deliver
superior and quiet performance. Make sure
they're bred from quality stock,
Dura-Bar" continuous-cast gray and ductile
iron performs like free-machining steel with an
important added bonus - quieter operation ..
Like steel. Dura-Bar can be austempered,
through-hardened, flame-hardened, or
induction-hardened for added wear resistance .
.But the superior vibration-damping characteristics
of Dura-Bar make for quieter running gears. And
Dura-Bar is lO% lighter than steel.
Dura-Bar round bars are available in diameters ranging from 5/8l! to' 2'0 and lengths of
6-20'. SO' YO'U won't need to' make major changes wnyour machining equipment. knd our
extensive inventory means Dura-Bar is available now - when you need it.
\Vhen it's quality material, quiet performance, and quick delivery that count, IO'Ok. to'
continuous-cast Dura-Bar for your gear production needs.
11

'

I

DURA-BARil

1-800-221-'6455,· 815-338-1549 (FAX). 2100 West Lake Shore Drive, Woodstock, IL 60098-1497
E-Mail: salesedura-bar.com

Contact us fbrihe latest data. on gear noise.
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Automated Inspection Systems:
The Whole Picture
Why The Sum of the Featur,es Doesn't Always Add Up to the Whole Pan.
IRic'hardJennings
No one (not even you and J) consistently
makes parts with perfect form and dimensions, so
we must be able to efficiently check size and
shape at. many stages in the manufacturiogand
assembly process to eliminate scrap and rework
and improve processes and profits, Automated
inspection systems, which are widely used in all
kinds of manufacturing operations, provide great
efficiencies in checking individual features, but
may not be as effective when asked to evaluate an
entire part. You need to know why this is true and
what you can do to improve your part yields ..
But, you ask, if all of the features are "good,"
doesn't that mean that the part passes? Not if you
are measuring the size and shape of individual
part features, expecting to learn. whether or not
the entire part passes or fails. Automated inspection systems measure individual features, But
you don't make or buy features: YOIl are i..
nterested, instead, in complete parts and assemblies.
When you need to know if the part conforms
to specified design criteria or whether it. will fit
in assembly, individual feature measurements
are 110t sufficient.
You need a. way to easily evaluate the entire
part, an at one time. Uyou do 2-D inspection,
your old reliable optical comparator will serve
very nicely. You must put the proper profile chart
.oil the comparator screen; 'then you put your part
on the inspection stage,and you move and rotate
("wiggle and jiggle") the part until it fits between
'the "railroad" tracks 011 the comparator screen ..
You can see the results, and everyone lives happily ever after.
But the optical comparator has drawbacks too.
It is relatively slow and labor intensive; results
are subjective (two users may arrive at different
conclusions for the same part); there is no way to
quantify the dimensions of a single feature
(diameter of a hole, width of a slot); and there is
no. permanent record (printed reports, computer
files, etc.) for the inspection ..
The automated inspection system (AIS) overcomes each of these shortcomings, but fails to
duplicate the one capability which makes the

(Abo~e)Fig. I-A
part p.ro.
fil:e shown with an lCAMP
template. 4500+ points Wtllt!
collected on this pan; and
f!4ch poinJ is shown IJS Q' colo.,.ed "whisker"; green (low)
and yellolll (hig.h) whiskers

comparator so powerful and easy to use-its ability to show at a glance if the complete part is
within tolerance limits (contact probe systems
fail this test as well). These systems can measure
and report on individual part features (holes,
slots, edges, etc ..). but tell nothing about the
acceptability of' the complete part
Measuring Perfect Features ". Every Time
The problem is this: When measuring prismatic features (lines, arcs, circles, cylinders,
cones, planes, etc.), automated inspection systems gather data on real features (geometry), but
report 011 approximate or substiuae geometry. If
you remember your high school geometry and
trigonometry, you know that the measurements
(diameter, etc.) and computations (angle between

show deviations from nomi.
nal. When whisker« turn to
red, .1lI user-set scale has been
exceeded; the total hngt1l: of
each whisker is a mulliple of
the green/yellolll egm.ent.
The scale cal! .be set 10 the
design tolerance for the ptLrt,
so ,if red appears,. th« part
fails. In tliiJ1 picture, the hole
at the upper left was
punched with an o~ersit.ed
tool. The hole 01 the bottom:
is oval-sflaped (not circular)
ifnd shifted down and'to tllil
left. In botb ,Cll£es, the "ay~
are in ,the red ZOIlI1. The
upper right'section' of the
pari does rial mgJc1!1 the
modeL Is it th.#!wrong model
or tile wrong p!Jrl?

(I.efl) Fig. 2 - A, solM modd
of 0', shaft with data taken ,/U
JOIlT depths.

Richard Jennings
is a consultant with 1CAMp,
a providerofinspection software in Bolton, CT.
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Measuring, Sort Of, Against
ASME Y14.5M.1994, The GD&T Standard
Most automated inspection systems generate
at least some measurements
that de not conform
to' ASME Y14.5M-J994, "Geometrical. Dimen-

\\!hen measuring prismatic features,lhe
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ALGORITHM TESTING & EVALUATION PROGRAM FOIR
COORDINATE MEASURING SYSTEMS (ATEP·CMSI
The Nationsl lnstitute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has established the ATEp·
CMS Special Test Service to evaluate the performance of data analysis software embedded in coordinate measuring systems.
To do this, ATEP-CMScompares the output of the customer's software under test to
predetermined corresponding refer,ence values; the comparisons currently use orthogonal-distance, least-squares algorithms and support features suches circle, line, plane,
sphere, cylinder, cone and taurus.
ATEp·CMS personnel work with customers to define the general guidelines for test~ ing. NIST then provides to them a set of test data based on the guidelines. Then cusI
tamers produce fit results for the data sets from their analysis software and sends them
to NIST. ATEP-CMS processes the same data through reference alogorithms and comII pares the two sets of results and provides a comparison report to the customer.
I
The performance measures developed by ATEP-CMSquantify how well the software
under test computes "substitute geometry" (see main article) over a range of inspection
problems.
ATEP·CMSasserts that "there are no standards tor testing and assessing the performance of dimensional metrologv software" (NISfIR '56'51), and this program is the first in
the U.S.which provides traceability of data analysis results to an internationally recognized calibration body.
ATEP-CMSis addressing a portion of the problem described in the main body of this
article; that is, it recognizes that CMMs measure perfect 15ingle feature) substitute
geometry, and their tests will determine how well the CMM software performs that role
and helps the CMM user to understands what analysis algorithms are being used in the
CMM. It is a first step in providing insight into analysis software behaviors and accuracy
when compared to applicable standards.
Technical contacts at ATEP-CMSare Cathleen Diaz Pluguez at 301-975-28l19 and
Craig Shakarji at 301-975'3545.
MIMmK is developing a, complimentary rapid response system, 2nd Opinion"', for
online periodic performance verification after the user. working with ATEP-CMS,understands algorithm behavior and output For more information on MIMETEI('s 2nd OpfnionrM,
call 860·543-1711 or visit their Web site at www.mimetek.com.
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AIS Architecture
Let's look at the architecture
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system. For our purposes,
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sensor around the part,
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e are all.looki~g for way~ roo • il1C. rea5.. e
production Without aerificing quality. One of the most cost-effective
way i by improving the ubsuare
material of your bob. Solid carbide bobs are
widely used in many applications throughout the
world. LMT-.Fette was the tirst to demon urate the
u e of solid carbide bobs in ]993 on modem
.high-speed carbide (HSC) hobbing machines.
Since then the process of dry hobbing has been
continuously improvilngtbrough
re earch and
product testing. D.ry hobbingis proving to be suece ful in the gear cutting industry as sale for
dry hobbing machines have steadily been rising
a]ollg with the dramatic increase in sales of olid
carbide hobs.
Dry hobbing pre ents an advantage in itself as
the oil does not have to be separated from the
chips prior todi posal, Combining this advantage
with theperformance of solid carbide hobs wilJ
s:igllificantly increase surface speeds. The user
will experience an increase in production, more
available uptime for machining and a reduction in
manufacturing costs. Example for dry hobbing
three separate gears are shown in Table 1-3.
Solid carbide hobs are u ed primarily in
machining gears and pinions ill a range of 55-6.5
n.p. The design of the carbide hob can ists of a
solid carbide blank with bore and face drive slots ..

Table 1
HIGH SPUD -

DRY HOSSING

5"'CUmNG'

TOOl.

ItWi ." Hlg'h

s.,...t

Cutll.ng

• ".,., II kw
IMCleESS -

LMT~Fette
LMT-Fetre, Ohio, is a subsidiary a/Wilhelm Ferre
GmbH.

LMT-Fette offers an

extensive line of custom
design hobs manufactured to
meet customer specijicalioru.
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BLanks caa be produced up (.0 6" without any difficulty. A variety of maller hobs can be manufactured with their hanks incorporated injo a
one-piece design. The configuration of the cutting tool depends mainly on the data of the gear
to be machined and the de ired chip thickness.
When dry hobbing :tirst came into use, the
majority of hob were made from mso 513 specified K grade carbide. This substrate has a tendency 10 cause drips La stick on lib urfaci!after the
TiN coating has worn d WII. Since this ub trate
material cannot be usedwith ut a coated surface
during dry rna litining, manutaemrers have begun
using the traditional P'grndes. P grades combine
weal' resistance cham teristie with increased
toughness, allowing higher urfaoe speeds and
increased tool life. New carbide grade and coaling are continually being d \I eloped which will
provide longer tool life and ani even more economic machining process, (Chari I, p. 22).
The cutting edge of a hob can reach temperatures up to ]700ofl, enu iJJg •cal.ing of the coated
surface. Inorder to reduce scaling of the coated urface. leavinglhe substrate unprotected, four different coating have been tested and proven acceptable (Chart 2, p.. 22). Acoordi.ng to ISO Standard
5 B.
good adhe ion of the coating i of great
importaace, especially on the K grades. P grades
ho . ever. require only on coating after the tool. i
produ ed, The tool can th n remain in production
even after it has been re harpened, andlhe coating
on the Ilute face bas been remo. ed.
When all cutting parameters are specified COf:reclJiy, 80% oflbe heat generated will be extracted directly into the chip .(Fig. O. During dry hobbing. tool wear occurs mainly on the relief side
(flanks). unlike the case with high speed steel
hobs, where the wear occurs primarily on the flute
fa e. Special attention mu t be paid to possible
chipping on the cutting edge w.hen the coating
surface is worn off. TIli is especially noticeable
when using K grades. The abrasive wear on the
substrate material i severe.
Without the protection of a coating. the edge
wear increases .3S chip stick on the cutting edge.
Edge wear need to be m· nitored closely, as a
rapid increa ein wear OOCIlJ'S after approximately ,{109"'. As a general rut , carbide bobs hould
be resharpened prior to reaching an edge wear
maximum of .i()06" (Fig. 2. p. 22).
The practice of dry hebhinghas become common in many areas o·flhe gear industry. Cost factc are greatly reduced bytbe elimination of the
use of coolants and by eliminating the need to
eparate oil from chip . The primary savings
gained from dry !lobbing results from high
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Chart 1: Recommended Ca.bide Grades For Dry Hobbing
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cutting speeds, which make the machining
process much more economical than the traditional method of steel hobbing (Chart 3).
If the issue of chip eparation from the oil is
not a concern, then you can increase the tool life
I of a. solid carbide hob by using oi\ as a coolant
The use of coolant will also have a significant
influence on surface speed. Because of the high
machining temperatures, the addition of coolant
will create a thermal hock resulting in chipping
of the cutringedges. When using a coolant in
these conditions, surface speeds must. be reduced
to 800 to 850 sfm. Typical speeds for dry hobbing
are ill the 1100 sfm range.
Another new approach to optimizing tool life
is using a minimum coolant supply of approximately one pint per hour. This procedure can still
be considered "dry machining," as the piece parts
and chips remain free of oil. Continued production increases utilizing the dry bobbing process
Cart be obtained through improved carbide grades
and new coating developments. 0
References:
I. Knoeppel, D. "Dry Hobbing for Gears and
Transmission Components 36." Working Seminar, June
7-8,1995.
Acknowledgment:
First presented at the international Gear Conference in
Poman, POWI/d, November 4-6, /996.
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AS;M 'CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Prin dples of Failure Anal)' is. This seminari . designed
for people new to failure analy i or tim e who want a stateof-the-an update. Hi . at 0 designed for technicians and those
intere ted in understanding how knowledge of failure anal)' is
can lead to better productivity. Tile principle areas covered
are Procedure for Analy i .Failure Mechanism and Failure
in Product .Forms and Components. Offered Feb 23-27, April
24-24, July 13-.17 and 0., 2.-6.
Heat Treatment. or' teel, This iss comprehen rve course
that covers [practical heat treating of carbon, alloy, stainle s
and too] teela. 11also covers atmosphere control. quenching.
temperature control and equipment types. The course is
designed for simp floor worker • technicians and engineers.
Offered May 4--8, Au:g. 10-14 anduy.
9-13.
The e cour es are offered at ASM headquarters
in
Material Park. OH. For more infurmation call 800-3,365152. x56JJ. Outside the U.S .. call 44O-338-515t x5900. Fax
440-338-4634 Of e-mail mel.ll-serv@po.Gcsm.·jntl.org.
ASM's
Web address is www.asm-intl.org.

PFAUTER-MAAG GEAR,SC;HOOlS.
Pfauter-Maag Cutting Tool .offer two gear course . Basic
Fundamentalsaad
Adveneed Gear Process Dynamics, al its
facility in Loves Park. Il., several time throughout the year.
The ba ic course, offered for those new 10 gem: making. covers baic gear geometry. nomenclature, manufacturing and
in peciion, The advanced course is a three-day clinic on modem metal removal and measuring techniques for spur and
helical gears.
Date for th rust half of the year are as :foll.ows:
Basic Course: February
16-19. March 1,6-]9, April
.20-23. MaJ 18-1I. June 1:S-l8. Advanced Course: April
28-30.
For more in~onnation, contact Laurie Harshbarger at 815282-3000.
x3D, fax 8]5-282-3075
or e-mail sales
@pjaUler.com..
April 26-Ma)1 l. PIa tic. Gearing Technology. Tbe
Product Design & Development Division of the Society of
Pia tics Engineers and th.e PI tic Steering 'Committee of the
Emerging Technologies of AGMA is planning sessions on
Plastics Gearing Technology to be held at ANTEC' '98 in
Atlanta, GA. For more information, contact Andrea Knapp at
SPE Headquarters, 203-740-5458 or fax 203-775-8490.
May 31-June4.
PMlTiEC"98,
The International
Conference on Powder Metallurgy & Particulate Materials.
Las Vegas, NV. Spon ored by the Metal Powder Industrie .
Federation and APMW Imernationel,
Technical se ion and
po fer presentations
will report on new innovations in metal
powders and advan ed particulate material • eompactioatechnologies and processes, rapid pml.otyping, sintering, powder
injection molding and more, For information. call MPIF at
609-452-7700. fax 609-987-8523 or log on to www.mpif.org,

• mIX 1t1rIc1M prIoeI
• jnwttitte deIvery IVdablt
• 18 different IIIOd.- of -perl, hobbera. _ ...
hon.,., grlndarI. hob sharpeners. and tntptCtIan
eqU!pmInt
YOII

c.n affGn/ •• " WeN,.., .....

Model GN§..6
Nigh IProd'uctiion
Gear IH.abber
,$46.995,
5" lDiameter

i"Face

M'ode'IIG,S,10-2.5CNt

G·ell!rShaper
:S~59.'995
10'" Diameter
,2:..5" Face

Model GH13-9 P·C
Heavy Duty
IGaar IHobber

1,125295,
13" Diameter
9" Face'
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_------------BOD.KREVlEW------------Beginning Gear Training
,G,f~'arin'g.,
.An Industrial Training Course.. The'Salem Company, Wooldstown~ New J,ersey, 7'997.
IBob Mod'ero.w'
Oear,j',lg is a self-training
teaching
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gears and gearing

course
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Fine pitch gears are defined as "small-

the

gear ratios; an explanatien

In spite of these

ha v e been helpful

herring-

gears,
for the

a short

is manufactured.

are very helpful, as they tend to

be helical,

why theyare

v'wish list"

A small

m

covered nicely, but pointing out that stub

questionsand

!.

double

~

upon how the gear

each

is

and

i

DP

each topic. The
section

I bone
i

DP

intere ting

: When defining

tioned; internal gears canalso

compound

ill, etc .• depending

~ e peciaUy liked the little historical

Other minor quibble

I also wish that when defining

ferent PAs.

proportions,

I

to point out why there are dif-

the book is

quite good.

would

in the course of the i internal gears, only spur gears were men-

have been helpful,
discussion,

self-

and section

of

The framework

ery, which is not the case. Italso

more necessary

detail

0

I

I

_

Bob IModerow

lead angle. The worm has a lead angle;

is a consultant and is in charge' oj ge-or training

pitch, etc., the author should have includ-

the worm wheel has a helix angle.

at Plal/ter-Maag

ed the abbreviations

In tile "Helical Gears" section. it
would have been better if the author had.

of the terms instead

of adding them later in the book.
Two

more

serious

errors:

angle is not shown correctly

Pressure

inthe

draw-

used TDP (Transverse
when calculating

Diametral

'the pitch diameter

Pitch)

Cutting Tools, Loves Park. II..

T.u Ua WINd Voa11lil* •••
If you found thts ardc:leIII InIIreIt _or
ueefuI, please circle .,.

of a

ings, and the author states that "circular

helical gear, even if the TDP is an even

For more information about Salem

pitch gears" are only used. in old. machin-

number. This is common

Publishing, please circle 2M.
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From your single
source fo;r computeri:zed
analytical and functional
gaglnglsy_,tems
• GearNetnl server automatically
shares data for SPC, remote

analysis and archiving.
• Simple, familiar inlenace ideal
manufacturing cell operators.
'. Unmatched software selection,
including besel gear machine

fOil"

35'0'0 Seri.es CNC Gear
Manufacturing Process 'ContJIol
Systems offer fuU four-axis flexibility and
unsurpassed accuracy. Certification to
.OO.Emmnaceable to NJSf and probe
resolution to .00002mm. You get
greater productivity, too, with up
to 20% faster throughput and

2'0'0 Series Systems provide all the
performance and durability of the larger
systems, but in a compact size that's
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lOll in diameter ..
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correction package..

• P,entiume based technology.
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Double-Flank Gear Roller
System combines proven performance
with easy-to-use PC companble softwar,e
to make inspection accurate and simple.
Total composite" tooih-jo-toethaad
runout tests detennme if parts oonform
to sp ~cificaliQin.Computer analysis lets
users specify AGMAor DIN standards,
then delennine the class of gear
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GRS-2

•

-

••

••
••

•
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Ditnensions Over Pins Gage measures
actual tooth thickness at,the pitch
diameter. A unique constant-pressure
gaging bead assures repeatability and
accuracy over the full range of the gaging
system-while greater throughput allows
you to inspect more
parts and reduce
production costs.

.-- -

•

.-

••

.-

Other M&MPrecision Systems
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• Master Gears
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I
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Geartech Software,
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Alliance Manufacturing
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Santa Barbara CA
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Web: www
.alllancemfg.com
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1351 Wmdsor Road
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Fax: 815·282-3075
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I
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I

American Stress
Technologies. Inc.
267 Kappa Drive
Pittsburgh PA 15238
Ph: 412-963-0676
Fax: 412-963-7552
E-mail: asl@sgi.nel
Titles: AST Plotter

.cosmic. uga.edu
Titles: NASA-ORA.

DANST,11.IFE,
TAPER
__

Mexico
Ph: (52) 42-163808
Fax: (52) 42-169963
E-mail: rodlop
@ciateq,mx
Web: www.ciateq.mx
Titles: diseng Gear
Design Software

1'.0, Box. 129
Wind Gap PA 18091
P11:8S8-BlZ·SOFI'
Fax: 610-863-7206
E-maiL dauil
@proiog.nel
Titles: iSO-Pro

.cimlogic. com

Titles: Cimlogic
, Toolboxl2D.
Toolboxl'ro,
Power'Iransmission,
NC Link
I

Bourn & Koch

Machine Tool Co.
2500 Kishwaukee sc
Rockford n, 61104
Ph: 8115-965-4013
Fax: 815-965-0019
E-mail: boumkocn
@worldnet,atl.nel

Computer Resources
388 Swallow Lane
Wray GA 31798
Ph: 912-423-8586
Pax: 912-423·0404
E·Mail: info
@comprsc.cQm

Web: www.
bourn-koch.com

Titles: Gear
Manufacturing,
I

Web:www
.comprsc.com

E-mail:dgs

Euro- Tech Corp.
14665 W. Lisbon Rd.
Brookfield WI. 53005
Ph: 414-781-6777
Fax: 414-78[-2822
E-mail: euroteck
@exeqJc.com
Titles: Spline
Calculation Software

@WiIlSpc.COIII
Web: www.willspc.com

__

Dynacomp, Inc.
4560 East Lake Road
Livonia NY 14487
Ph: 716-346-9788
Fax: same
Titles: Gear Design,
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@cimiogic.com
, Web:www

Frceflear, Resonance

__
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Echoscan Inc.
P.O. Box. 1.63
Tonawanda NY
14151-0163
Ph: 905-371-1645
Fax: 905-371-1647
E-mail: echoscan

@freenet.llpiec.on..ca
Web: www.npiec.on.ca

/-echoscall

For more information, contact

Titles: Gearbox
Calculator. Machine
Train Calculator,
Bearing Frequency
Calculator

Colleen Scheefe r

COSMIC

THE GLEASON WDRKS;
Phone: 11'6-256·8780
Fax: 716·256·6812

University of Georgia
382 East Broad Street
Athens GA 30602
Ph: 706-542-3265
Fax: 706-542-4807

ESDU International
27 Corsham Street
London Nt 6UA
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E-mail: sales
@esdu.com
Web: WW\1I.esdu.com
Tilles: ESDU
Mechanisms & SubSeries, ESDU
Tribology & SubSeries
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Titles: Wi!lSPC
Analyst; Real'Iime
Plus: Network
Monitor; Launchf'ad;
, CIS; CIS Enterprise;
CIS Plant Monitor
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E-mail: info
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SBG-

DataNel Quality
Systems
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Southfield MI 48075
Ph: 248-357-2200
Fax: 248-357-4933

0 __

PhoeniX® PC, G-AGETM, CAGETM, UMC, Cyclocut™
Software lor bevel gear development and production. Available on PC, mainframe, and intimesharing

30
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CIATEQ, A.C.
Retablo 150
Queretaro, Qro. 76150

Ph: 248-357-5980
Fax: ~48-357-4324
'TItles: Gear
Calculation Program
__
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C-DOl Engineeering
14900 Robinwood
Plymouth MI 481.70
PI1: 313-42()"207 5
fax: 313-420-1279

Ash Gear
21380 Bridge Street
Southfield M] 48127

I

E-mai.l: service
@cosmic.uga.edu
Web:www

Production Estimating,
Gear Measurements

@p/auler.com
Web: lII'WW.pfalJlu,com
Tid'es: Hob1Tune,Gear
Assistant

ABA~PGT.
Inc,

Titles: Gear Design,
CAM Design.

Resonance, Rotary
Shaft, Fir t Gear

England
Ph: 44-171-490-5151

Fax: 44-171-490-2701

'F __

fax:406·2~2S
Titles:

GMA218,

Scorl'n,g+, Geareatc

The Gle on Works
1000 University Ave.
Rochester NY 14692
.Ph: 716-461·8061
.Fax:716·2S6-68U
T:ides: Phoenix'" PC,
G-Age •.Cage,. UMC.
Cycloc[lt'" PC
Great Solu Lions Inc.
P.O. 80:\661
Duvall, WA 98019
IE-mail: grSsolv
@rossnet.com
Web: www
.rossnet.com/grssolv

Fairfield
Manufacturing
P.O. Box 7940
Lafayette, IN 47903
Ph: (765) 474-3474
Fax: (765) 474-7342
E-mail: dam man
@compUSer'lJf.com
Tides: Fairfield Gear

__

H __

Design Software

E-mail:/riILruoss

__

Web: wwwhexagon.de

Hexagon
Stiegelstrasse

8

0-73230
Kirchheim/Iech
Germany

Ph: 49-702 I -59578
Fax: 49·7021-59986
@itex:ago".de

GI __

GB Gear Shop Tools
2688 Sweet Springs
Deltona FL 32738
Ph: 904-532-9787
E-mail: geneb'
@bigfoOl'.com
Titles: Book, Differs.
Hobcycle, HS-Calc:.
Sizes, SZ-More
Gearsoft Design
8126 Huxtable Avenue
Lane Cove, NSW,
, 2066, Australia
Ph: 61·2-9411·1282
Fax: same
E-mail: winches
@ozemail.com.all
TItles: Gearcad

GEARTECH
Softwaf'e, Inc.
100 Bushbuck Road
Townsend MT .59644
Ph:. 406·266-4620

Tith:cs:ZARI+, ZAR2.
ZAR3, WLl+. LGI,
WNI. WN2, WN3

Involute Simulation
Softwares
2491 des
Hospitalieres
Sillery, QC. GIT· IV6
Canada
Ph: 418-656-6428
Fax: 41 8-656-0687
Title : Hygears v2.0
E-mail: involute

@microlec.net
Web: www
,microlec,nell-invoIUle
__
J __
JobBoss Software
7701 York Avenue S.
Minneapolis MN
55435
Ph: 612-831-7182

____________

SOFlWAR!E COMPANN INDEX

800-777-4334
Fax: 612-831-2811
E-milil: aruw~rs

'@jobboss.com
Web:www
.jobboss.com
__

IlL __

PC Enterprises
US Yonder Lane
Sedo a,AZ 86336

Rote- Technology

rOI'Windo~'

.rototl!cn.co.m
Tilles:. GEMS

Power Engineering &
Manufacturing ltd.
263:5 WCP&N Drive
P. O. Box 4055
WBt.erloo]A 50704
Ph: 319-232-2311
fax: 319-232-6100
.E-mail: dliclu»
@[Nmlro.com
Web: www.pemlld.com
Tille: PEMS

MahroFPQralion
11435 Williamson Rd.
C1ndlllU!ti OH45141
Fh:800-969-1331
Fax:: 513-489,-2020 or
63Q1;

Web:. _w.mahl:llom
Tilks~ W"mGear

Structural Design

& Software
4275-29 Ro ewood
Dr.IH80
Pleasanton CA 94588
Ph: 510--455--3210
510-734--6701
Fax: 510-734--6701

__

18, __

R.H. Software

E-mail: lkeves

Four Reddick Road

@jmw.com

Asheville NC 28805
Ph: 704-298-1.008
Fax: 704--298-6030
Evmail: jtlq76a
@l1oi.co1n

Web: www
.rest.com/msds

Micro Estimating
Syslems,l:nc.
3106 S. 1661h SI.
New Berlin WI 531.51
.Ph: 414--860-0560
Fax: 414-86(}..056II
Web: www
TItles: Machine Shop
Estimating

Redei Enterprises
1424 Brett PI. # 359
San Pedro. CA 90732
Ph: 310-832-6984
Fax: 3.10-832-6984
E-mail: redei
@ool.com
Tilles: Gearxpn 2.0

__

Roberts Engineeri.",g

.microest.com

NI __

i

__5 __

& De ign

NASA Lewis
Research Center
Mechanical
Components Branch
21000 Brookpark Road
(MS 77-10)
Cleveland OM 44! 35
Ph: 216-433-3915
Fax:21~33-3954
I

I

Nann e, Inc.
720 E. Baseline Roadl
No~hvllle MI ~16'7
Ph.24B-349-l644

Fax: 248-34!1·14<W'
E·mail:

mallll]

P.O. Box 2337
AJbertville. AL 35950
Pb: 205-840-9128
ax: 205-840-9128
E-mail: .RKunkeJ65J
@aol_com

Design the Best 'PlastiC Gears
With our '''Pls'stics Gearing"
IDesign Manual & Software
CIRCLE 142

Fax: 81S·963·88/W
E-mail: sales
@ut .com

'FORMASTEIR

Web: HI_.uls.com
Titles: Gear Design

Smart Software
1 162 Bowen Drive W.

& MIg Software

Tille best in retrofit

I

CNC wheel profiil~ers

.

N. Tonawanda. NY
14120
E-mail: mikecpu
@msll.com
TIlle : Change
Gea:rSol ver

I__

V __

Gear Software also Alvatlable

Van Gerpen-Reece
Engineering Co.
1502 Grand Blvd.

'~Normae,
'" ~

line.
248"349-2644

50613

.J

CFRCL!E199

Ph: 319'-277-7673
Fax: 319·277-4236

Software Engineering
S\;rnce
2801 'Ridge Avenue
Roddbnll IL6U!03

W __

I

.Ph: 8lSi963-1760
E-mail: SesJ.llic#l.
@aolcom
Solid Dynamic
, 53 Rue Alben Thomas
: 42300 Roanne
France
Ph: 33-4-7770-2111
Fax: 33-4-7770c87oo
E-mail: i-"fo
@solid-dynamics·fr
Web: www
.solid -dynamics.fr
Titles: SDS

__

Info@ a'bapgt.com

800-435·7887

Cedar FaillA

Precision Gage Co.
6939 W. 59th SI.
Chicago [L 60638
Ph: 773-:586-.2121
Fax: 773-586-.2159

Mecha.nical &

FAX (860) 643-7619

Rockford (L 6UOI
,Ph: 815-963-222-0

@rototech.com
Web: www

W

PG'TIINC

Universal Technical
Sysle
• Inc.
1220 Roc" Street

Fax:!l37 ·865-0656
E·mail: rotomkig

Tilles:: 'GearShop,f

6

E-mail: unikuma
@aol.com
Web: www.unik.com
Titles: Engineering
Tool Box, Hydro
Pack, Unit Conversion
System

3SI Fame Road
Dayton. OH 45449
Ph: 937-859·8503

@sl!dona.ntt'

I

'M __

I

Web: WVoIW
.romaxtech. com
Tilles: Romax
Designer

Ph: 800437-2368
Fax: 52()'282·3001
E·mllll: peent

I Liebherr Gear

Technology
1465 Woodland Drive
Saline MI 48176
Ph: 3 Il-429-7225,
Fax: 313-429'-2294

@lIorma.c.com
Web:: IIIII'"'
.normae.com'
__
IP __

_

T __

Trogerec Inc.
60:5 E. Washington
Riverton, WY 82501
Ph: 307-856-0579'
fax: 307-856-0579
E-mail: info

PC

WOIT!!,!'I Grinding Co.

)0

1639 South Streel
Anderson A %007
Ph: 9'16-365-4565
Fax: 916-365-9560

)0

E-mail: wgc

»

~PRISE5

Gear Desi - & Analy •
Multimedia TI';IiniDg

Digital Smull.tioD

OUR SOFTWJ\RJE .Mf5HfS
wrrn YOUR. BUSINESS

@StlOWCresl.llel

Web:

www.snowCl.l.sl

.net/wgc/lndex.lum!

1'itl.e.s:WireSize v.1.2

520-282-3001
C1R.CLIE 187

R.OTO- TECHNiOLOG,V,. INIC.
We have' a large library tor our
eNC G,ear Tester:
Gears, Hobs, Cams, Worms, etc.

www.rototecb.com
351 Fame Rd.• IDayton. OH 45449,
1-:800-875-R'01'01

@trogerec.com

Web: www

.trogetec.com
Titles: .EZgearplol"
Invogear, PPOWD2,
Quasi-Cycloidal

Romax Te:dmology UO.
Pouerdike House
Lombard Street
, UNIK As ociates,
Newark., Notts NG24
120200 W. Feerick Rd.
IXG United Kingdom
Wauwatosa, W]
Ph: 44--1636-605100
Fax: 44--1636-612480
53222
E.-mail: sales
Pb: 41.4462·3201
@roma:llUCI!.CQffl
Fax: 414-462-3205

___

.u

_

SOFIWA-'-RE
ENGI!NIEIERING SERVICE.
:Standard 31 Gustomsoftware
• Spur &. helical gears.
• Gear hob bing &. grinding.
" N-C machininq.
Free demo disk.
Ph.. arfax (8115) '963-1160
CIRCLE 120
JANUARYIFEBRUA'RV

1918

311

'Intr-oducing new prot.:lucts tha,t
will enhance your production
capabilities and improve plrod'

U-Axis Machining Centers
(Ho,ri'zolntaland ~ertioa~f)

CNC Gear Hobbere and
Hob5

eNC TurninglMUil '. Turn Center

Mitsui Machine Technology, Inc.
100 High Grove Boulevard
Glendale Heig:nts, Illinois 601139-2279
TEl (6301,924-8800 fAX '1630)924·8879
CIRCLE 124

126-01S

•
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Gear Teeth With Byte
Your guide' to software' for gear design, manufacturing and inspe,ction.

William IR. Stott

m

omputer are everyWho Is meluded?
where. It' gotten 0
The companie mentioned
that it' hard to find
in thi article all currently
all employee who
sell their software to the general, publ.ic .. A number of
isn't using one in the course
consultaar • uni ver jtie and
of hi ' or her day-whether
he be CEO or alesman,
others have gear design,
engineer or maebini l E",eryanaly i .and manufacturing
where you look, you find the
oflwa:rcy..:ltich is available
familiar
neutral-colored
only to clients, customers or
boxe and br:ight gl.owing
tlrrougb other means.
screen . A:nd de pite the gear
For example.
the Gear
industry's traditional relucDynamics and Gear Noise
tance to embrace new techResearch Laboratory at Ohio
Slate
ni.....
er ity has develInology. more and more of
oped a .Load Distribtuion
what you find on those
screens are gears.
Program
and a variety of
Most of you are probably
other computer program.
aware of a few oftware proLDP computes the load disgrams alit there which are
tribution, root stresses and
designed for gears. Some of
ttllDSmi ion error for helical
YOII may even have them.
and spur gear . However, the
Ohio State software is availOut the res' of you have
able only to the companies
probabb
scrambled
and
struggled and cratched out
that ponsor the gear lab.
your own code to create rouComplete contact information for each company
tine that would enable you
to perform the calculation
mentioned in this article i
available in the ]998 Gear
required to design. mannfactnre Md in peet gears.
Indu try Software Buyer
You may be urprised to
Guide. which you can find
realize that there's a lot
on pgs, 26-31. In addition,
more gear-specific software
this article can be found on
out. there than you knew
The Gear Industry Home
about. It ranges in ,quality
Page™ at www.geartechnoiand ease of use, and it r1ll1ges ogy.com. The online version
w:ill iIlclude llyperLinks to the
in price. W,e've included as
Web ite of compa:n:ie. who
much information as po sihave them.
ble in this article without
making judgment
about
Unless otherwise noted,
which is better. If any of' you
all oftware mentioned in
are interested,
we hope
thi article runs on DOSyou'll take the time to conbased PC computers.
tact the companies directly
Manufactoring Softwue
and find out more about
Software for gear manutheir products.
facturing foJl into two very

'
f
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o
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llI!!lv.rnll_chnlld Spt~ I!lOW ofLn fb,J!l'!!IIr~ 'far!hI WindOWllll\lilllnm
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Abo": PlIIgmn ,50-fl', Hob ,t:lIltin~ f.tt.m 1M &1.m.J' 1nr!!1Ilf. G.M Impl .n_
ProgramStUD4 Ext-ml/CurLin, a/Action Toi!tJII'PliItlbo 'DIIIJ.

broad categories: general
shop management and gearpeeific production
and.
in peetion software.
General sbop management
ofrware include very COIDprehensive fa tory floor ~oft.ware that would be usefal in
any medium- to ,h:igll-volume
manufacturing envaonment.
The e systems 'can tie together the u uaUy separate
functions
of accounting,
administration, engineering
and production. Some will

hook ~righl up to your
machine tools or tie in (0 a
jobbing bar code ystem a
thai. the salesman or munager
in the comer office know
exactly where aparticuJar part
is.~inthe production cycle,
This type of software
allow management to keep
track of people, machine
and material to h rten production time • reduce inventory and cut costs. Some
packages are' geared toward
statistical process central and
JANUARYIFEB.RUA'U
lUI
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_------------GiEARSO:FTWARE-----------.
ufacruring central," :from
which the entire operation
can be run.
Examples of this type of
software come from Alliance
Manufacturing
Software,
BizSoft
Corp., DataNet
Quality Systems, Job-Boss
Software, Micro Esti-mating
Systems and many other
manufacturers. Prices range
from around $5,00010
$25,000 or more, depending
on the complexity of the system and the number of connections Of users.
There is also a great variety of shop floor software
available that is tailored
more specifically for the gear
manufacturer. Most packages
are available through machine
tool suppliers, or they have
been written by people at
individual gear shops to calculate machine setups, figure
out the correct measurement
over pins or wires for a particular gear or to determine the
appropriate hob or shaper cutter to use to cut a gear.

American Pfauter ,.L.P.
16

aem.l heicII
2.45mm
2O.00deg

20.00 dig left
2.51.'
2.5128e-l
41.nSnn
4.297mm
4.572mm
0.0

"291mm
•. 572mm

.tano._

IRomn
Tnhnologies
,ROmBJIOlIsignerso\tW

f

oIlers, ill
,Io,r solid mod·

elling o' power transmission systems.
Sepal!!tB windawslor
tlill model Bnd,
Ihti design data, ,allow the' user to 5ee,
iinstanll, Ih change-, m!lde'. ROllluO'esignflf includes, 'modules; for Ibear·
jngs; g.ars. pcwer lahoffs.
bell &
chain drives and difl'erllntials.
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will provide all the documentatioa required for compliance with ISO 9000 or other
standards. Others are geared
toward cost e tirnationand
production
cycle times.
Some wi.ll combine these
functions with billing, shipping, purchasing and other
functions to provide a "man-

offers its Hobtime® software
for estimating bobbing cycle
times based on material,
hardness, hob and machine
type. The user can enter specifications
on the gear he
wools to cut, and the program
wiJI suggest the best hob
from his inventory or recommend suitable hobs available
from Pfauter-Maag Cutting
Tools, L.P, In addition, the
program will, recommend
appropriate speeds and feeds
for the parts in question. The
"Gear Assistant" function
will translate tolerance values
and/or class levels among
AGMA, DIN and ISO standards. Cost: $249.95.
Ash Gear & Su.pply is
theexclusi ve distributor of
CPC-HOB, a program for

determining bobbing machine
setup for spur and helical gears
on differential and nondifferenria] bobbing machines. The
program keeps intormation on
all of your hobs. The user
enters gear specs to determine
appropriate change gears and
other setup infonnation. Useful
for determining setup when
cutting unusual gear angles or
when you don't have the
change gears called for by your
usual setup. Cost: $600.00.
Bourn & Koch Machine
Tool Co. offers its Gear
Manufacturing
Program,
which calculates index and
feed gears for spur and helical
gears using nondifferentiat
bobbing machines, It also estimates production
cutting
times and provides measurement over pins. Cost: $495.00
for each index constant and

feed constant,
Bourn & Koch's Four
Gear Ratio Program determines specific four gear
ratios using change gears
from 20 to 100 teeth. The
program will calculate the
gear ratios with allowable
progr-ammed error, and it will
produce a hard copy. Cost:
$]00,00.
Bourn & Koch's Gear
Size Measurement Program
is used to obtain the pan
measurement
for specific
tooth thickness tolerances of
spur andhelical
gears and
splines. The user call also
enter the span measurement
to obtain the tooth thickness,
which can then be used to
determine the measurement
over pins. Cost $495.00.
Finally, Bourn. & Koch's
Production Estimating Program estimates the production
cycles for hobbing spur, helical and worm gears 'or for
shaping spur and helical gears,
Cost: $200'(x),

GB Gear Sbo.p, Tool·
sells a suite of p'fograms
designed for use on !he shop'
floor. BOOK is a computerized collection of basic gear
manufacturing information
and formulas. The program
win determine recommended
backlash by pitch. amount of
over ize allowance for preshaving and index gears for
orne of tile popular index
constants. Co t $40.00.
HOBCfCLE,al
0 from

08 Gear Shop Tools, calculates the hob bing cycle and
length of cut fer approach.
rough and fini hi operation.
It can also be used to determine gear grinding cycles.
Cost: $35.00.
HS-CALC will detennine
complete manufacturing data
for a gear set operating on a
Don- tandarcl center di ranee,
Cost $40.00.
One of GB's rna t popular
:programs is DIFFERS, according
10 owner Eugene
Beson, This program calculates the required tio to h b
helical gears on nonditlerential rna hines. Co t: $45.00.
Software sells a program called Gear Professor,
which is used to calculate
index gears and feed rate for
nondifferential hobbiDg machine and change gear for
differential hobbing machines. The Gear Profesor also
ealculate internal and external measurement over pins.
Co t: $95.00.
R.H. Software also llliIke
Cll tom accounting package
for gear manufacture . Deigned to run on workstationlevel ystems (but currently
being reformatted
for the
Windows 95 platform). this
oftware tracks shop time for
billing and places. part in
inventory
for future us e.
Part can be looked up by

R.n.

cu tomer or by gear
Cost: Varies.

pees.

Software Engineering
Service provides oftware

EEA Mesh ~·Pinion[Riibtj
[FinisbiniJ 1098 E]. H20 ~ 6055 NQde:s7~
1.f1

th:n focu e on gear tool
geometry. gear manufa· turing
and gear in pection, H081T

software calculate

220
~

change

gear setups for l'Iobbing
machines or thr-ead mills. It
w~1I find optimum helical
setup for machines with or
without differential. and it
come with. a library of popular machines. Co t:250.00
WonaU 'GrindJ~g Company's WireSi;:e version 1.2
calculates the size of wires
t\or measurement of helical
and pur gears with odd or
even numb r of teeth. II
use
Ihe Zohor ki long
method ·0 '(here is no need
for tables. and it.automalicalIy calculates tor backlash.
Cost: $25.00.
Gea...rGeometry Software
Software for calculating
geargeometry can be useful
on many fronts. On the hop
floor, it can provide important measurement data •.such
as the appropriate measurement over wire or pins. For
the tool designer or engineer,
the geometry can help determine the appropriate cutting
tool for a particular part, Of
cour e. the geometry of the
gear L of obvious importance
to the gear d igner, Because
many of'the calculations are
automated, this type ofprogram saves lime for any gear
professional.
Ash Gear & 'upply Co.,
a di tributor of cutting tools,
created the GCP2 Gear
Calculation .Program for its
primary customer base of
gear job h p . "If omeone
gives them a mystery gear.
they can take some measuremem and figure out all the
pecificaiion
to make a new

EEA Mesh - Pinion

[RJzbt]l

[Finis,hingJl 240 El. H20 - 1353 Node's 17
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years"
tlightocrl,tical aerospace
:components, manufa,ctur,ing AGMA 14 quality
gears and pinions.

machining, CAD/CAM center, eemputerlzed testing,
metallurgical
analysis. Purdy Is compliant with
MIL·Q·98SSA and BoelngDI·9GOO.

The Purdy Corporation • 586, Hilliard Street
Mancnester, CT 06040

Tel: (860) 649·0000 Fax: (860) 645·6293
www.·urdyhan:srl1i;~si·on.s.com
CIRCLE
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Scott

Atkinson.
GCP2 handles the geometry of external and internal
spur and helical gears, worm
gears, racks and straightsided splines, It allows you to
choose from six AGMA standard depth systems, Some of
the calculation ' included are
land at major diameter, base
tooth thickness, apex of gear,
operating pitch and pressure
angles, long and short addendums and helix angle at any
diameter.
GCP2 also has limited
graphics capabilities. The
user can press a key to view
the space between two teeth
to check lor inlerference.
CIMLOGIC specializes
in creating applications to be
used within the popular
AutoCAD system. Power
Transmission streamlines the
design and selection of cams,
sprockets and gears within
the AutoCAD environment.
The user can specify gear
requirements, including design diameter, surface speed,
rpm, number of teeth and
ratio, and the program will
select and dr1LW the gear based
on AGMA standards.
Power Transmission can
be used as a stand-alone or
integrated with CIMLOGIC's
Toolbox or Toolbox Professional, which are 2D and 3D
geometry enhancement pack.
ages for AutoCAD. Cost.
$495.00 for stand-alone;
$1070 with Toolbox; $1340
with Toolbox Professional.
PC Enterprises offers its
GearShop for Windows software, which wiU "design
anything with an involute
flank," says president Peter
Conley .. The program is a
graphical gear design tool
that animates gears in mesh
to show whether there will

be interference, backlash or
undercut in the mesh.
GearShop for Windows
will not calculate stresses or
load factors for the gears, but
it provides a complete geometry check of the gear train
and creates DXF files for
export to a CAD system.
The program is 1I eful for
fitting a gearbox in a particular space where shaft length
and center distance
are
known, says Conley.
Software Eng.ineeri.ng
Service has two programs
that calculate gear geometry.
GEARPACK converts gear
print lsformation into manufacturing and inspection
information--either
for single gears or gear pairs. The
program will calculate tooth
thickness, over pins measurement, span measurement,
general
involute
geometry,
backlash,
hob
approach and overtravel.
You can use this software to
find the specs for replacement gears in, old, worn or
damaged machines when
only the gear center distance
and number of teeth are
known. Cost: $265.00.
CONFORMS can be used
to design your own hob or
shaper cutter to generate any
form, including spur, helical,
worm, noninvolute forms,
splines and ratchets. With
CONFORMS, you can play
back a generated form to get
a direct comparison between
the input form tliat you want
and the generated form. You
can also find potential interferences between mating gear
teeth by comparing the theoretical form with the form
actually generated, Cost:
$500 for basic setup; $850 for
a package that dnchrdes
graphics, CAD transfer and
other add-on modules ..

_
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.Analysis Software
Several software providers have packages that are
useful for determining the
best gear for a given applicalion. These packages analyze
load distribution,
bending
strength, pitting resistance,
thermal capacity. tribology
or other factor affecting the
potential life of individual
gears or gear ets. Often,
they are very specific and
limited in scope.
COSMIC,the
software
technologytran fer center for
NASA, has been releasing
computer software (Q the
public for nearly 30 year .
Hundreds of software packages developed and written at
the NASA re earch centers
around the country have been
released over the years.
Most of (be NASA ottware comes in source code
format and is intended for a
very specific purpo e. "Much
of itis re earch-oriented and
often takes a large commitment in time on the part of
the designer in order to be
able to u e it," says John J.
Coy, chief of the mechanical
components 'branch of the
ASA Lewis Re earch Center. The Lewis Research
Center is continually developing new code ' for gear
design and often use industry experts for bela testing
and development
of the
codes. Currently. the center
is working on a helical gear
dynamic analysis progr-am,
says O)'y.
GRA-Geared
Rotor
AlIaly~er is de igned to
solve for the steady-state
dynamic responses of multigeared rotor y terns. The
algorilllm includes an accurate gear-mesh model for
spur and helical gears, a
massless elastic shaft model.

_

00£ HiI'
m

and a linearly coupled fluid
film bearing model GRA. is
written in FORTRAN 77 to
be machine independent, but
has only been implemented
on workstatlcn or mainframe level. machines. Cost:
$500 within
the U.S.;
$1,000 outside the U.S.
DA. N S T-Dyn
a III i c
Analysis
of Spur Gear
Transmissions can be used
for parametric
studies to
predict the effect on dynamic load and tooth bending
stress for SpUT gears due to

operating

O~If~oo~£lfn®~LA\[b
©®OO[P®OOil.\IfO®~

IGEAR.CUlTllNIG TIOOlS
DIAMIETRAL, '& M,ODULE
"OIN THE SHELF INVENTORY"
------------

-HOBS
• SHA'PEA CllTIERS
1IDPand finer

Mad,e' to AGMA standard

speedcrorque,

stiffness, damping, inertia
and tooth profile.
DANST calculates
the
properties of system components and substitute
them
into the governing 'equations
to solve for dynamic tooth
loads and jooth bending
stresses. The model includes
driving and driven gears,
connecting shafts, motor and
load. DANST allows u ers to
choose from a variety of gear
materials, basic gear geometries and operating conditions. Users can al 0 choose
from comhlnatloas of tooth
profile variations and userdigitized profile modifications. Ithas been used only
on workstation-level machines
and requires additional commerciajlyavailable
graphics
libraries. Co t: 500 within
the U.S.; $1,000 outside the
U.S. A PC version bas been
submitted to COSMIC and is
currently undergoing testing
and evaluation.
TLiFE-Spur.
Helical
and Spiral Bevel Transmission Life and Reliability
Model e limates life, dynamic capacity and reliability of
aircraft transmissions,
enabling the optimization of
transmissions
duri ng the
design stage.

ICUSTOM GAGIING OF ALL TVIPE,S
I

EXACT & R!EPEATAIBLE GEAR D.ATA

No set-up or master required. PC based SPC prog!ram
available or RS-232 port. Precision Tunqstsn Carbide
balls or pins for maximum accuracy. IRobust construction-Each
gauge custom built. lOver/under digi-

tal display wi inch or mm conversion,

PiHO!NEOR fAX IFORBROC!HURE.lORIDEMO

Member of AGMA

P.O. Box.361- Spr,ingboro, O'H45066:.' Fax: 51317~511J3
Phone: 5131746-3800 .IE-:mail:: digit@erinet.'co:m
CIRCLE 157
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SPIRAL BEVEL GEARS

Spiral & Straight Beve'l Gear lManufacturing.
Commercial to' aircrah quaUty 'gearing.
Spur, ihellical,splined shafts, internal & external,.
shaved &. ground! 'gears. Spiral bevel grinding,
M'il-I-45.ZD8 • M'il·SlD-4566Z.

SIIC

,I

MIDWEST.• ~~
s iDOl. IINC. R

.•~
~

~WE51CRAIG
CONrAc.r:
D. iROSS

260&9 Gmesbeck Hwv.
Warren, MI48089

I

(!!lOI776-7580
FAX (810) 776-2322

Sidley offers turnkey multi-spindle
systems. Sidley single pass Diamond
can be ordered separately
that
accurate straight round holes in cast
390 aluminum and others. Prototyping

singLe pass honing
or CBN honing tools
produce, extremely
iron. hardened steel.
&. testingavailabla.

MANUIFACTURERS OF INDUSTRIAL DIAMOND' & CBN PRODUClS
EstaOnsh.ed in 1956

Send for Free literature
and/or send your specs

DLEY
DIAMOND

TOOL COMPANY

32320 Ford Rd.

Garden City, MI'48135

for a quote.

800-544-9070 (313) 261-7970 FAX 313-261-2028
1

,

__

.. Representatives

and Distributors
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.GEAR SOFTWARE.

The analysis provided by
the program is based on the
two-parameter Weibull distribution lives of the component gears and bearings,
Input and resultscan be formatted in either metric or
English units. TLIFE bas
been successfully
implemented on IBM-compatible
PCs and UNIX workstations.
Cost $500 within the U.S.;
$1,000 outside the u.s.
SBGTAPER-Tooth
Contact Analysis of FaceMilled, Tapered Tooth Spiral
Bevel Gears With Improved
Geometry provides a new
method for design and generation of spiral. bevel gears
of tapered teeth with localized bearing contact and low
leveJ of transmission errors,
The program is an approach
to detection and avoidance
of vibration caused by misalignment and edge contact
created by interference.
SBGTAPER is written for
IBM PC-compatible computers and was released to COSMIC in 1997. Cost: $150
within the U.S. only.
Other NASA software
related to gears, bearings and
transmissions
is available
through COSMIC, and new
titles will. be released on an
ongoing basis ..
ESDU International produces "Data Items," which
are comprehensive
handbooks on a variety of engineering disciplines, compiled
from the latest standards and
field data. Most are presented as handbooks, but many
are supplemented by computer programs. Data items
are available on an annual
subscription basis.
Dimensions, Deflections
and Stresses for Hertzian
Contacts under Combined
Normal
and Tangential

Loading
locates critical
stress points on rolling bearings, cams and gears for failure prediction. Cost: $875
per volume per year, with a
minimum order of $2675.
Solid Dynamics offers a
software package for design,
analysis, optimization and
simulation of the motions
and forces of 3D multibody
mechanical
systems, The
SDSIGears module analyzes
spur and helical gears, pinions, racks and straight
bevel gears.
The user can very quickly
model normal backlash and
positi ve or negative tooth
shift. The program will eelculate local shift on the
tooth, specific sliding and
relative sliding. Contact
forces are calculated according to the Hertz theory. Cost:
Contact Solid Dynamics ..
Specialists
Much gear software has
been written by experts in
certain areas of gear design
and manufacturing. Many of
these experts have available
software to perform very
specialized tasks ..While this
software might not be useful
to the average engineer who
is creating traditional bobbed
spur or helical gears, they
can be of significant use to
the right person.
ABA-PGT specializes in
the manufacture of plastic
injection molded gears. Their
Plastics Gearing program
enables. the gear engineer to
design spur or helical gears
from any plastics material or
any combination of plastics
and metals, The software
incorporates the "PGT" tooth
form, which was developed
specifically by ABA-PUT for
plastic gears. Cost: $149 ..50
without manual; $179 ..50
with.manual.

_
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,c~DotEDgineering
ill
ccn ulting firm owned by
Cluules Dieterle, a former
General Motors employee
and spline design and manufacturing expert. Dieterle
writes custom program for
plinesand gears thai determine design and durability
based on the ANSI 892
pline tandard, Cost: varies
depending on cusmrnization.
Euro- Tech Corp. i .the
IQrLhAmerican di tributor
of pline calculaticn
oftware from Frenco. The
Frenco oftware enable calculations of difterentparameter
of pur & helical
spl ines, including
tooth
thickne , pace width, profilehifl,
dimen ion over
pins, and radii at major and
minor diameters. The software will calculate spbne
data according [0 ANSm 92.1.
- 1970, OWN 5480. or ISO
4! 56, Demo versions are
available at www.frellco.d'e.
Itob rts Engineering &
Design has oftware that has
been in u e since 1960. The
oftware
W,II
originally
developed
to aid in the
de ign and manufacturing of
gear tool . The oftware will
calculate alt the geometry
parameters for internal and
external pur gears.
Roberts Engineering also
pecializes in software for
designing, optimizing and
manufactu:ring gear rotors.
The software w,illgener.ate
DXFliles for CAD sy terns
or CNC output that can be
used for wire EDM or CNC
mining machine .

Trogtec Inc. pecialises
in trochoidal gear technologies. The Trogetec software
empha ize a qua i-cycloidal
loom fonn Imal a1low . highly
precise po itional accuracies
for appl ications such as

-

SOFTWA-'RE.

micro gearboxes or instrument gearing. CO I.: CU tom
combination
quoted
on
request.
Trogetec also has some
more traditionalgear design
and development packages.
INVOGEAR includes 8 subprograms on involute gear
design, specification
and
in pection, Co t: $£95.00.
EZgearp[ol includes 5
subprograms on standard and
special involute gear , noninvolute gear, circle and

polygons. Cost: $195.00.
Compreben_lve System
Comprehensive gear design ystern combine the
functions of creating gear
geometry with orne or all of
the analysi function that
help 10' optimize individual
gear and gear sets. These
ystems create not only standard AGMA,. OWN or ISO
gear but also. allow customization of tooth forms
and provide the means to.
calculate load, life and wear
eharacrerjstic
based on
material • bending stress,
contact tie ,Iubri.cation
and more, The e y terns
help not only design the
gear but de ign the best gear
for the appli.cntioll.
CIA TElQ, A.Co produces
the diseflg gear de ign software as a tool for optimizing a
gear ergearset for a particular
appli non. Each geru-panuneler can be enteredas a single
explicit value or as a range of
vaJ:ues,giving the user flexibility in defining a design problem. Along the way., the program offers extensive help for
determiniag input values. For
eX3Jllple,. a ubroutine assists
the user in 'me initial sizing of
the gears based on factors uch
as power, torqueend peed.
Calculation
are based all
AGMA 200[-888 and sup-
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porting standard ..The program automatically
saves
intermediate results so the
u er can comparebetween
iterations made during the
optimization process.
The data output by diseng
gear design software includes all of tile dimensional
specifics for manufaclure,
along with a summary
of
loads. stre ses, rated bending
and surface fatigue lives and
many other values.

Tile program runs, under
DOS, but an upgrade to
Window is in the works. A
free demo demo disk is
available, and a shareware
version should be available
soon via CIATEQ's Web
site at www.cialeq.rnx. Cost:
$2,500 for commercial users;
$1.500
for school. and
research. 11 ers. Also, a fullyenabled demo is available
for $500. This ver ion stops
working after five runs.

AIGMA TO RELEASE
ISO 16336 SOFTWARIE
-

--

--

After years of work, the AGMA Computer Proglramming
Committee is nearlv ready to release a program for calculating gear ratings according to tile recentlv approved ISO6336
standard.
ISO 6336-CalculatiDfi of toad Capacity of Spur and Helical
Gears was approved in 1996.The standard offers five methods, labeled A through E, for calculating the ratinq of a gear.
The A method, based on actual measurements of the part, is
the most reliable. The B method is based on theoretical values and the applieation of formulas to determine results
(along witll some measurement for certain factors). C. IJ and
Eare less exact methods for determining capacity..
Because of the large number of inputs and formulas and
because of the choices in methodology. the new standard is
definitely not for the beginning 'engineer, says AGMA's computer programming committee chairman Michael Antosiewicz.
of the Falk.Corporation. In fact, without a computer to, automate the calculation process, the standard is unwieldly for
even the most experienced gear engineers, Antosiewicz. says.
The computer programming, committee created a program, which will operate in DOS or Windows environments,
to allow the user to input data and perform the calculations
required by ISO6336.
For most of the gear ratings, the software will compute
according to the B method of ISO 6336,which is the highest
level of accuracy that can be computerized. Onlythe calculalion Qif the load distribution factor uses tile Cmethod
With the gear industry heading more and more toward
global standards, the development of this computer program
becomes extremely significant. The amount of time the program will save engineers is "exponential: says Antosiewicz.
Manual calculation would probably cost more in engineers'
time and effort than the program will cost itself, Antosiewicz
says.
AGMA hopes to be able to distribute the program at prices
that are readily affordable. Look for the ISO 6336software to
be released by early 1998.
,40!
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Fairfield Manuracturing
Company's
Gear Design
Software has been developed
over the past 30 years from
simple calculation designed
to run on a mainframe system
to the current version, which
runs on a DOS-based PC.
Fairfiel!d's Gear Design
Software perform data, rating, stress and life calculations for spur, helical, bevel.
planetary and piral bevel
gears. Calculations are based
on AGMA 2001-B88 and
publications of the Gleason
Works. Other features include
a quick pin-size routine and a
two-bearing shaft routine to
estimate bearing. life.
While it may seem odd
that a company manufaeturing gears would sen one of
its best de ign toolsto its
competitors, Fairfield has
done so for some time.
"Back when we first
offered this, gear engineering
was still somewhat of a black
art. Dudley and the other
who were writing about gear
design weren't giving anybody an easy way to perform
all of these complex calculations," says Jim Dammon,
VP of engineering. "So in the
beginning, we kind! of kept
the software 1.0 ourselves."
But in the ] 970s, the
1
industry saw big companies
laying off experienced work!
~ ers, says Damman. Many of
these individual started their
own consulting firm and
other sources of software
i
became
available, "Then it
i
~ became to our advantage to
~
f go ahead and release it so that
i
everybody could be speaking
the same language," says
Dammon. Cost $850.
Gearsoft Design's GearCAD software is a graphical.
gear design tool for the
development
of spur and

'i,
II

_
helical gears and gear set ,
including options for adjustable addendum. nonstandard center distance. selectable backlash, tooth sizing
and load checking.
The graphic
display
allows the u er to zoom in to
check for interference, and
changing any of the gear
parameters wi II cause the
part to be redrawn instantly.
Pressing a key will cau e the
gears to rotate in me h. The
display identi flespmion,
gear. pitch circle. outside
and inside diameters, root
circle, base circle. trochoidal
fillet, line of action and other
parameters by different. colors on the croon.
GearCAD comes with subwindows for cutter selection;
preliminary estimation of
tooth size. center eli lance and
gear ratio; permissible load
approximation; measuring
roller calculation: and AGMA
geomel!ryfactors J and I.
Oeal"CAD' also 'include
wanting message and help
screens in case certain geometry parameter go outside
permissible range: . For example. interference 'between the
tips of the pinion teeth and the
internal gear teeth as the teeth
go out of mesh, will bring lip
a wanting message 'that tip,
interference is present.
Designs can be created
and printed or saved '1.0 DXF
or XY fIle format to export
to CAD/CAM
programs.
The program comes with a
detailed manu a]. including
gear terminology, formula
used for calculation
and
examples of specific design
problems and how they axe
solved using the software.
Cost:
130..
Geartecb SOf&w8J:1 sell
a trio of programs
for
designing
and analyzing

s[

gears. GearCalc designs
spur and helical gears for
optimum surface durability
and bending strength. AGMA218 calculates power ratings
and tooth pitting and bending fatigue lffe ratings for
gears. Although the program
uses
AGMA
standard
21.8.01, which has been superseded by AGMA 200]B88, developers ay that the
calculations are still acceptable for all gear except
those made of Grade 3 carburized material. Finally.
Scoring+ analyz.es the scoring and wear probabilitie of
a gear set.
Geartech's programs work:
cloely in conjunction with
one another. A ingle keystroke win take you from
one to the next for example,
you could design a. gear et
with. GearCalc, check to see
that it w:iU perform
as
required with AGMA218,
and determine if there are
likely to be any lubrication,
scoring or wear problems
with Scoring+ ..Cost: $2,490
for all three programs.
Hexagon
Mechanical
Engineering Software has
developed • everal programs
for designing and analyzing
spur. helical. spiral bevel and
worm gears. ZA~l Gearing
Catculation Soft-ware calculates geometry and strength
of external and internal SpUI'
and helical gear with. involute teeth in conformance
with DIN 3,960, 39M, 3967
and 3990. Once the user has
entered pressure angle, helix
angle. norma] module and
other gear parameters, ZA_RI
calculates the complete gear
geometry, tool dimensions
and contact ratio factors.
After the basic gear
design has been calculated,
the user can enter a gear

quality level and tolerance
zone to determine the final
gear data, tooth thickness,
backlash and measurements
over balls or pins. In addition. ZAJU win calculate the
load-bearing capacity with
respect 'to tooth root fatigue.
fracture and pitting .. The
ZARl+ option includes a
database of materials. Otherwi e, users can build their
own database.
The graphic display of
ZAR.I draws the gear form
on screen. Users can seethe
tooth form as generated by a
simulation of the cutting tool
action. [0 addition, the gears
in mesh can be shown in animation. Cost: $1,060 per
user without materials database: $l.l80 with materials
database.
.ZAR2 Software for Spiral
Bevel Gear Calculation uses
the Klingelnberg method to
calculatesthe dimensions of
bevel. gears with cyclopalloid teeth in accordance with
The program incorporates
safely margins against root
fatigue fracture, pitting and
eorro ion in accordance with
DIN 3991.
ZA.R2 will calculate axial
and radial forces during
push/pull operations, These
values can al 0. be transferred 10. Hexagon's shaft
calculation program WLl.
Cost $840 per user,
ZAR3 Software for Worm
Gear Calculation calculates
alJ the geometry and strength
factor for worm. gears. The
strength calculation computes the fatigue fracture and
pining resistance along with
tooth forces on the worm ami
worm gear, In addition,
ZAR3 calculates the efficiency of the gear set and provides recommended values
and helpgrapbics for deter-

other engineering modules
available. Package pricing
and discounts for multiple
users are available.
.nvoIule
Simulation
Sortwares,
produces
the
ByGEARS
advanced gear
modelling software for spiral
bevel and hypoid gears, which
has been used for two years in
the Japanese and Korean
automobile industry. Version
2.0, soon to be released, will
also include support for spur
ami helical gears and planetary gear trains.
HyGEARS supports Fixed
Sening, Spread Blade, FOImate and Helixform spiral
bevel and hypoid gear manufacturing proee ses, Modified
Roll and Duplex Helical
proce ses are under development for Indu ion in the software. Spur and helical gear
cutting processe include rack
and pinion cutters.
In addition to the tandard
gear calculations for geometry and manufacturing, By,GEARS mcludes
some
advanced modelling
and
analysis functions, Tooth
contact analysis and loaded
tooth contact analysis can be
calculated, and motion error
curves and bearing patterns

are used to evaluate the
behavior of the gear set und r
no lead or under a given load,
One of th more important applications
of the
HyGEA.RS
oftware is the
calculation
of corrective
machine settings to bring the
machined tooth urface as
close as possible to ehe
designed loath surfuce. The
software win accept data
ftom a. coordinate measuring
machine and display errors
between theoretical and meaured surface .
Another advanced feature
of HyGBARS is finite element. analysis for teoth and
web/hub meshing, concentrated point load , distributed
con tant loads and di tributed linearly varying loads.
The PEA model i based on
the actual tooth definition
from the inputted machine
settings. and it can contain up
to 3,000 elements and J5J.l00
nodes. Finite strip anaJy is is
available for calculation of the
bending deformation
and
stresses.
Involute Simulation Soflware will customize the program to match your existing
equipment, 'OSt: $50,000 for
a lifetime license.
Mechani.ca~ & Structural Deign & Software
produce ,a erie of computJ""NUARYIFEBRU
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er programs for gears and

splines that will produce
complete manufacturing and
inspection data, stress analysis and life ratings.
Programs Include packages for spur, helical,
straight bevel, spiral bevel
and hypoid gears. In addition, MSDS offer programs
for simple epicyclic spur and
helical gear trains, involute
spl ines, roller bearings,
threaded fasteners and helical compression springs.
The programs have very
limited graphics capabilites.
Cost: between $500 and
$1000 per module.
Romax Teebnolegles is a
consulting finn in 'the field of
mechanical power transmissions. Their Romaxlsesigner
software is made for transmission concept, design and
analysls, and it includes a 3D
solid modeller for gears and
bearings.
RomaxDesigner
allows
simple design of multiplepocket bearings; gears and
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bearings mounted on support
shafts; split powers and
power take-offs; CVTs, belts
and chains; and planetary
gears as differentials or range
changers ..
The software calculates
load, life and speed ratings,
offers dynamic simulation of
gear shift behavior
and
includes a feature for calculation and design of gear cutting tools and calculation of
cutler paths.
The 3D modeller allows
the user to interactively
rotate the transmission model
in real time to view the
desi.gn.The
design
data
appears in a separate window
on the same screen so that
the user can make changes
and see the results instantly.
Cost: $41,950 for the RomaxDesign.er Core Madeller;
$51,950 includes a Gear
Optimization Module.
Universal Technical Systems offers one of the most
complete gear design software
selections available .. They
have recently released their
programs in Windows format.
UTS has both stand-alone programs, such as their Program
#500 for external involute gear
analysis, and various programs fur gear calculation and
design to be used with their
TK Solver progmm for numerical problem-solving.
Program #500 is the main
software available through
UTS for external spur and
helical gear design. The program, based on AGMA 908B89, analyzes spur or helical
gear setsto be sure that each
gear will be compatible with
its mate. Program #500 wil.l
verify that your tools win be
able to produce the gears.
Also, the program computes
the AcGMAstrength factor. J,
and the AGMA durability

factor, I. The basic program
for bobbed gears costs
$1..950 .. Other options include the basic program for
shaper cut gears and options
for the use of shaving cutters,
calculation of specific sliding
ratio, use of tip relief, topping or semi-topping hobs,
J-factor balancing,
fillet
grinding, output to CAD/CAM,
and an integrated tooling
database ..Cost. for additional
options ranges from $500 to
$1,700 per option.
TK Solver allows the
solving of complex formulas
and problems on a PC. The
display combines plots, formulas and text with charts,
graphs and drawings, and the
programallows
you to output
reports based on the results.
TK Solver is fully customizable, and it can be set up to
solve many gear design and
manufacturing
problems.
Cost $349.00.
Universal Technical Systems has more than 75 preprogrammed
models
to
accompany TK Solver. First
Gear is a model for determining preliminary design
calculations for external spur
and helical gears. First Gear
wiUcalculate
dozens of
design parameters for gear
geometry, provide K and unit
load. factors, produce a plot
of the teeth in mesh, and
determine measurement over
pins for the gear. Cost: $599.
Other TK Solver models
include load stress & life
analyses based on AGMA
standards, spline geometry
and machining, internal gear
and shaper cutter design, and
manyother options. Cost:
ranges from $50 to $1,200
per module ..
UTS aha offers bundles
for certain types of gear
manufacturing. Prices range

from $3.000 to $25,000 per
seat. For example, a complete plasticgear de ign and
manufacturing
bundle is
available for $7,379 ..
Van Gerpen.Reeee
Engineering also has several
software modules available
for gear design and manufacturing. AU together,
the
modules create a package
that takes the gear from
design through manufacturing and inspection.
The basic Gear Design:
Program calculates tooth
beam strength factors, surface durability factors and all
the dimensions required to
manufacture the gears. The
designer can create nonstandard gears with either standard or nonstandard tooling.
Additional modules available from Van Gerpea-Reece
include cutting tool search
programs thatenable the
user to locate the shaper cutlers' shaver cutters and hobs
that will generate the geometry of a gear designed with
the Gear Design Program. A
master gear module allows
the user to determine 11 master gear that will satisfactorily mesh with and check a
particular gear. Cost: Varies
depending all. the exact modules required. 0
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MITSUI MACHINE BIECOM!ES
IKEGAII DliSTRIBUTOR
Mitsui Machine Technology, Inc, of
Glendale Height. IL,oa been appointed
by Ikegai Corp .. II its exclusive U.S. and
Canadian importer and distributor. lkegai
manufactures CNC chucker and universal horizontal jurniag machines, CNC
vertical turning machines. CNC vertical
and horizontal machining centers, CNC
horizontal. boring mills, CNC vertical
internal grinder, and CNC gear bobbing
and hob sharpening machines.

MichaelJ.
Zingen and Fred Fontana.
Marty Kopp is Bison's TQM facilitator
who coordinated the team's efforts.
PHILIP JA'MES, TIQ HEAD BROWN &:

SH~A_RPEMEASURING SYSfEMS
Philip fame has been named Group
Vice President of Brown & Sharpe's
Measuring Systems business. Mr.. James.
will report to Frank T. Curtin, B & S's
chairman, president. and CEO, and will

_
be responsible for managingthe company's global Mea uring Sy tern Group
which compri es Commercial Operations;
Brown & Sharpe-USA; Leitz-Brown &
Sharpe. Welzla:r Germany; and DEABrown & Sharpe, Torino. Italy.

Tell Us What You nink ...
If you found this arucle of interest and/or
useful, please circle •.

KjLLOP KA1MEO' M_AN_AG£I!I:OF GENE~AL
IBROACH SPUNE ROLUNG 'DIVISION
James Thomas "Tom"
Killop bas been appointed manager of the newly
formed Spline Rolling
Divi ion of General
Broach & Engineering
UTo", " K1l1op
Co", lnc. Killop will be
responsible for developing and marketing
of the company'
new line of electromechanical driven spline rolling machincry and lhe de ign and manufacture of
spline rolling rack tooling,
BISON GEAR WIINS GRA'NDI PRIZE
Bison Gear and Engineering of SI.
Charles, TL. wasthe Grand Prize Winner
in the National. Association of Manufacturers (NAM) Awards for Workforce
Excellence competitioa for small manufacturers. The Bison TQM Team. whose
work program was highlighted in Bison's
entry, received the trophy and the $1'0.000
prize at a gala award dinner in Washingtall, D.C.
Bi on' entry was based on the work:
of it Product Quality Team to assure customer satisfaction. The Product Quality
Team operates. a an integral pan of
Bison's Total Quality Management program .. For the winning entry, Bison
de .cribed the work of the team in reducing defect in the assembly process by
60%, resulting in improving the company's record for on-time deliveries and
reducing the potential for products with
defects reaching the customer.
The members of the tearn whose work
won the award are Farouk Abu haaban,
Nathan
Kaminskas,
Bing Olivares,

AJW Systems Co. announces that it lis now BI
manufacturing source of spirall gear roughing
and finishing cutters and bodies.
We also can manufacture new spiral
cutter bodies lin diamat.ers 015" through 12"
at present

AJW can also supply roughing and finishing
cutlers, !hardwareand replac.ement parts for
most 5"-112" diameter bodies.
Whether it's service or manufacturing, consider us as an alternat.ive source for replacement parts and hardware as well as bodies
and cutters.
You'll be in for a pleasant surprise,

NEWI Straight Bevel Cutters.

Royal Oak, Michigan 48007
Tel: (248) 544-3852 • Fax: (248) 544-3922
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listhe leader in innovation when it comes to gem mHing. We believe in
continuous communkation with our 'customers to ensure, tofal optimization of your
hobbing,process, We have all the necessary Iresources to design ,and
manufacture tools that ere custom buUt to meet yours.pedfJications.

:UA1..FIII., 'Ohl a valllly 01'NdOil cltllgned holls:
• 'Sond Carbide Ho'bs I'or Dry HQb'bing
• Hea-vV' Duty Roug&ingj and Finis&in91 H'obs
• Indexable Carbide Rougbingl H'obs
-SlCiiving, Hobs

• Sol'dTy,pe H'obs
For maximum materiallremoval, superior efficiency and ,[JC(uroCV,.improved

5urfO(e ,qua~fy and Ilower overall costs, IleILMT·FeHe l,Provide you with
THE HOB fOR THE JOBI
IIIIT·F,"" also provid'es complete hob resharpening services.
(ontact your lo~al authorized LMUeHe'
distributor or dial 1-800-225-0852.

LEITZ METALWORKING TECHNOLOGY GROUP
CIRCLE U)4
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_------------G,EARFUNDA-MENTALS------------Gear Shaving Basics - Part II
D'on Kasa'i
n OUf last i tie. we covered the
basic principles of gear shaving
and preparauon or parts for
shaving. In thi is ue, we will
cover shaving methods, de ign principle
and cutter mOllnting teclilnique.
Shaving Methods
There are four basic method for rotary
having external pur and helical gears:
axial or convenlional. diagonal •.Illn,gentiill
or underpass and plunge. Th principle
difference between the variou methods is
the direction of reciprocation (traverse) 0
the wort:. through and under the tool.
Axial or CO.llventional: Axial shaving
(Fig. I.) is widely used in low and medium production operations. II is the most
economical method for shaving wide
face width gears. In this method. the traverse path is along the axi of the work
gear: The number of stroke may vary
with theamount 'of stock to be removed.
The length of traverse is determined by
the face width of the work. For best
results. the length of traverse should be
approximately 11]6" greater than the
face width of the work, allowing miaimum overtravel at each end of the work:
face. In axial having, in order 'to induce
lead crown (Fig.. 2)" it is necessary to
rock the machine table by II e of the
built-in crowning mechani m.
Diagonal: In diagonal . having. the
traverse palh is at an angl to the gear
axi (Fig. 3). Diagonal having i used
primarily in medium and high. production operations. This method can reduce
shaving times by as much as 50%.
In diagonal shaving, the urn of the
traver e angle and the coo ed axe angle
is limited to approximately 55° unless
differential type serrations, are used; otherwise, the serrations win track. The relative face width of the gear and the
shaving cutter have an impo.l1.aJIt relalionshiip with the diagonal traverse
angle. A wide face width work gear and
a narrow shav~ng cutter re trier the diagonal traverse to a' mall angle. Increasing

D

i

the cuner face width. permits an increase
in the diagonal angle. The gear teeth can
be crowned by rocking the machine
table, provided the sum of the traverse
angle and cro
axes angle doe n t
exceed 55°.
When using higb diagonal angle , it
is preferable to grind a rever e crown
(hollow), in the lead of the having mol.
In most cases. the diagonal traver e
angle will vary from 30° to ,60° Loobtain
optimllm condjtion of cutting peed and
work: gear quality.
With diagonal traverse having. the
center line of the crossed axes is 1I0t
reo tricted to 3J single position on the cutter" as it is, in conventional shaving. but is
migrated across the cutler face, 'evening
out the wear. Con equent1y,cutter life i
extended. Allhough conventional
having requires a. number of table strokes.
each Willi its increment of upfecd, diagonal shaving of finer pitch gears may be
done in just two strokes with no upfeed
and a fixed center distance between cutter and work. An automatic upfeed
mechanism
on the shaving machine
materially enlarges the scope of ,diagonal
having by also makiag it available for
multi-stroke operations.
This device
feeds the work into the cutter in a series
of small. increment, instead of two large
increments, further increa ing cutler life.
WI also makes the process feasible for
gears requiring more stock removal than
CM be handled on a two-stroke cycle.
When upfeed is completely automatic,
there can be no danger ofan error in
electing feed rates. Inasmuch as the
cycle start and stop in a po ition of
maximum backlash, loading and unloading can be vel)' fast.
Taflge.ntial or Unde.rpass: In the tangential (underpass) method of shaving
(Fig. 4), the traverse path of the work is
perpendicular to its axis. Tangential having is used primarily ill high prodllction
operations and i ideaUy uited for shaving gears with restricting
boulder ..

I~g'.,,- Tanglntial 'shaving '(umlarp.Bssl.
When u in8 thi method!, the serrations on
the cutler mu t be of the differential ty:pe.
ALo. !he face widlh of the cutter mu t be
wid rthan that of the work gear.
Pllmge.: Plunge having (Fig. 5) is
used :in high production operations. In
this method. the work gear is Fed into th
having cutter with no table reeiproeaJA'NUARYIFEBRUARY

!

I.
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cutter must have diftype serrations or cutting action
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its very short cycle time.

Shaving Internal Gears
Internal. gears can be shaved on speon which the work: drives

cial machines

or by

attachments

0.11

Because
ship

between

shaving,

a slight amount
teeth.

Crowniag

relation-

the cutter
of crown

re-

in the

with the work

of the teeth on

gears over 3/4'" wide is best achieved
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lar to the rocking
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head

and the work

the cutter

teeth to avoid interference
gear

cutter

shavers.

of rue crossed-axes

gear i.1I internal
quires

internal

external

a rocking

,£'XPERTS

of plunge shaving is

advantage

the cutter
IN5PE'CTIION

shaving,

tool must

the face width of the shaving

HloB:SING

SF'L'INE

COMPLETE

_!GEAR IFUINIDAMENTAlS ....

by

action of the work head simi-

external

table action

used in

gear shaving.

When internal gears are 3/4" wide or
less, or wheeinterference
reciprocation
plunge

and

shaving

limits the work:

crossed-axes

can

be

used.

cutter has differential

method,the

angle,
In this
serra-

tions and is plunge fed. upward into the
work.

If lead

crown is desired on the work

WANTED?

gear, a reverse crowned cutter is used.

MORE ACCURACY

sion, hardened

The Shaving Cutter
Rotary shaving cutters are high precisteel generating

and ground,

high speed

tools held to. Class "A"

and "AA" tolerances in all their principle

MORE EXPANSION

elements ..The gashes in the shaving cutter
extend the fulJ length of the tooth, termi-

MORE VERSATILITY

nating in a clearance space at the bottom,
These clearance spaces provide unrestrict-

LONGER LIFE
AND LESS COST?
THE ANSWER FOR 150 YEARS.

LeCOUNT, lne,
12 Dewitt Dr. • PO'IBox '950 • W-bile IRiver Jet, VT ID5001 U:S.A.
Tel: (8001, 642·&,n3, or '(802) 296~2200· F,a_x:(8021296·6843 E·mail: lec::ount@sover.net
Website:, http://www.sllver~nettl'ecounlf
!includes pr'oduct specifications)'

edchannels for a constant. flow of coolant
to promptly dispose of chips. They also
permit a uniform. depth of serration
penetration and increase cutter life,
The shaving cutter is rotated at high
speeds up 'to. 400 and more surface feet
per minute. Feed is fine, and the tool
contact zone is restricted.
Cutter life
depends on several factors: operating
speed, feed, material and hardness
work gear, its required
of coolant

CIRCLE 112'
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work gear.

tolerances,

of the

type

and the size ratio. of cutter to

_------------,GEA!R
Design

Rotary gear shaving cutters are designed in much the same manner as other
helieal involute gears. The serrations 011
the tooth profiles, inconjunetion with. th.e
crossing of the axes orlbe cutter and the
work gear, make ita cutting tool In.
designing rotary gear shaving cutters. the
following points must be considered:
• Normal diametral pitch and normal
pressure angle mu t be the same as those
of the gears to be shaved.
"Helix angle is chosen to give a.
desired crossed-axes angle between the
cutterand wane The crossed-axis is the
difference between the helix angle of the
shaving cutter and the work gear, The
desired range is from 5_~5a.
• The number of teeth i chosen to
give the required pilc'h diameter. considering helix angle and diametral pitch,
Hunting tooth conditionaend
machine
capacity are also impcnant factors.
o Tooth thickness of the cutter is selected '1.0 provide for optimum operating conditions throughout the life of the tool.
o The addendum i
always calculated
so the shaving cutter win finish 'the gear
profile slighdy below the Jowestpoint of
contact with the mating gear, Tile tooth
thickness and the addendum of the cutter
are not necessarily given to the theoretical pitch diameter.
• Cutter serrations are lands and gashes in the involute profile of the tool. They
extend. froml1Je top to the bottom of the
tooth. dearing into a relief hole at. its
base. The wi.dlh or size i determined by
'the work: gear to be shaved. Differential
serrations with a control lead are produced on shaving cutters, used for plunge
shav:ing and diagonal with the traverse
angle over 55°.
• The involute profile of' the shaving
cutter tooth is not always, .31 true mvclute.
Very often. it. must be modified to produce
the desired involute form or modifications
in the profile of the gears being shaved.
Sharpening Shaving Cutters
The shaving cutter, Ime other tools.
dulls with use. mn harpening, minimum
stock is removed on the tooth faces. With
normal dullness. the re harpening operation usually reduces the tooth thickness
approximately 0.005", An excessively

FUNDAM~EINTALS;

_

dun or damaged tool must reground unW of hardened and gI"oundptugs instead of
alltraces of dullness or damage are gone. centers (Fig.7) mounted 01'1 the head and
tailstock.
These plugs are ea iJy
The number of sharpenings varies
with pitch and available depth of its ser- detached an~ replaced when ne~es ary.
rations. Usually a cutter can be sharpened 'I They locate 111 the bore and against the
until the depth of its serrations has been face of the gear. [tis therefore e ential
, that the gear faces be quare and bore
reduced to 0,006" - 0.012",
teferances field (0 a sure a good slip fit
Sbaving Ma.chines
Rotary gear shaving machines are on the plugs,
Mounting tbe Cutter
manufactured in various configurations.
Great care i.s required in handling the
'Gears smaller than one inch and as large
having cutter. The slighte t bump may
as 200 inches require different approaches, Rotary gear shaving uses a shaving nick a tooth, Until the cutter is placed on
its spindle, il. should lie flal. and away
machine which has a motor-driven cutter
and a reciprocating work table. The cut- from other objects, The cutter spindle
ter head is adjustable to obtain the and spacers should be thoroughly
cleaned andthe spindle checked before
desired crossed axis relationship with the
work. The work carried between center ! the cutter is mounted. Tllep.indle should
run within .0002" on the O.D. and ..0001"
is driven by the cutter, MaclIines ranging
From mechanical ones having one CNC ! on the flange, full indicator reading.
!
After mounting, the cutter face should
axis to those with a full five CNC axes
be indicated to check mounting accuracy.
are available.
During the shaving cycle, the work is Face runout should not exceed .0008" for
reciprocated and ted incrementally into a 12" diameter cutler, ..10006" for a 9"
the cutter with each stroke of the table, diameter cutter or .0004" for a 7" cutter,
Feeds and Speeds
The number of infeedsand strokes is
Shaving cutter spindle speeds will
dependent upon the method used and the
vary with the gear material hardness.
amount of stock to be removed ..
finish
and size of part. Normally, when
The Ma.chine Setup
usinga 7-inch cutter on a 10-pitch gear
Mounting ,tile Work Gea»: The work
having a 3-:inch pitch diameter, spindle
gear should be shaved from the same
speed will be approximately 2000rpm, or
locating points or surfaces used inthe
pre-shave operation. It should also be using a 9-inch cutter, 160 rpm. This
speed, figured on the pitch circle, is
checked from these same surfaces.
approximately
400 surface feet per
Locating faces must be clean. parallel
minute. which in most cases produces
and square with the gear bore. Gears
with splined bores may be located from good results.
The following are formulas for deterIhe major diameter. pitch diameter or
mining cutler and gear speeds (in rpms):
minor diameter, When having form centers. the true center angle should be Cutter rpm '" Desired Surface fpm
Cutler Diameter (in,) l!. It
qualified, and the surfaces should be free
1.2
of nicks, scale and burrs, Locating points
Gear rpm =
of work arbors and fixtures should be
held within a tolerance of .0002". The Cutter rpm x No, of Teeth in Cutter
No, of Teeth in Gear
arbor sheuldfit the gear hole snugly.
For
conventional
shaving. about ,OW"
Headland tailstock centers should IUn
per revolution of the gear isa good startwithin .0002" for dependable results.
Gears should be shaved from their own ing point and becomes a factor in the folcenters whenever possible. If this is not lowing formula:
Table Feed Rale ;;;
possible. rigid. hardened and ground
.010 x Gear rpm
arbor having large safety center should
For diagonal shaving, an "effe live
be used (Fig. 6).
feed rate" of approximately 0,040" per
Integral tooling is another popular
method of holding the workpiece. espe- revolution of the gear is a good starting
point. Bffecuve feed rate is the peed at
cially in high production, This consists

I

l
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_------------GiEAR:FUNDAMENTALS-----------which the point of crossed axes
migrate across the face of the gear and
the shaving cutter. The following is the
formula for determining the table traverse rate (iprn) to produce an .040"
effective feed rate:
Table Traverse Rate (ipm)

= 0.040 x Gear Il'ID

Rf
where

Rr=
Sine Traverse Angle + Cosine of
Tangent CrossedTraverse Angle
Axes Angle

These suggested feed rates may be
varied depending on individual operating
conditions. If higher production is
desired, the table feed rate can be
increased, but this may resuh in some

Fig', 5 -

Plunge shaving',

Fig. 6,- ,Gearsshould Ibe shaved from their own
eemers" !bDl if tJ'tis i .!001 possible" hardened lind
groundl arbors having large :safely ,canters should
be !!sed~

>- The power transmission i'ndustry at the ellek of a mouse
>- More than 250 top suppliers
>- Everything from ac1II8Ions to worm gears
>- Feature articles, new products, industry news
> Log on today.

Fig. 7 -

method

Integral tooling is another popular
workpiece.

ot hu'ldingUte

sacrifice in qaabty of tooth f nish, Where
surface finish is very important, as with
aviation and marine gears, table feeds are
reduced below the amounts indicated. In
some cases, notably large tractorapplicalions, feeds considerably in excess of
those indicated are used. 0
Acknowledgement: Presented by National
Broach & Madine at the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers lst International
Advanced Gear Processing & Manufacturing Conference, June, 1996.

IDon Klosal
pmvides tcchnica:! sales suppor! a r Nationa!
Broach and leads training semi/wrs for e[IStamers. He is also the author of a number of

lively features

papers and articles on gear subjects.
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IGEAR MACHIINES
This full color brochure shows
1.8 models of WOLF gear
machine , including gear hobbers, shapers. honers. shavers.
grinders, cutter grinders, bevel
generators, rack shapers, wonn
millers,
testers
and more.
WOLF offer new machine at
extremely affordable prices.
Basic Ineerperated
'Group,
P.O ..Box 36176
Los Angeles, CA 90036
Phone: (2U),933.7191
Fax: (113) 933·748'7
'CIRCLE READER' SERV1CE .189

INDUCTION RXTURES
The LR-PAK data heel describes induction lift rotate fix.lures useful for heat treating
parts such as transmission 0.0.
race ,LD. cams. hubs, spindles,
C.Y..joints and gears. LR-P~Ks
are completely assembled and
interconnected.

A-Jax Magnelhermic Corp.
1745 Overland Avenue
WarRD.01:l44482

800-547-1527
Fax: 3-30·37l~8608
'CIR.ClIE REA'DER SERV1CE 1196

DURA~BAR
Continuous cast iron ·from DuraBar performs like free-machining steel but with 10% less
weight. And Dura-Bar's superior vibration damping characteristics make for quieter running
gears. Available in diameters
from 5/8"-20" and lengths of
6'-20'. Contact Dura-Bar for the
latest data on gear noise.
Phone: 8oo·BAR·MILL
,(227·6455)

Fax:8l5·338·IS49
E·Mail: sales@dum·1Ja1..com
CIRCLE READER SEflVlCE 1149,

CUSTOM GAGIN:G
OF ALL TYIPES;
Whatever

your

requirements,

D.1G.LT. can custom-design II
measuring system to accurately
determine exact pitch diameter
'of inrernalotexrernal splines,
helical gears or spur gears. All
gauges come with cu tomdesigned measuring probes and
mandrels and easy [0 follow
programming instructions. Call

513-746-3800 or fax 513-7465103 for our brochure.
Member AGMA
CIRCLE READER SERVICE 1156

,.~
------.

IGEAR ICHECKER;

HARD NIESS: TiESTING

METIROLOGY S,YSTEMS

SHAVEMASTER; .220...m ...

Moore
Products'
Universal
Center Distance Gear Checker
permits easy monitoring of tightmesh gear charaeteri tics. Adjustable system promotes quick
changeover; one gage inspects,
all parts. Advanced
oftware
permits quantitative analysis,
provides process control and
statistical analysis reports. Produces wide range of result
including
runout,
sectional
runout, average and maximum
teoth-te-tooih action and more.

New probes allow access and
easy hardne s testing 011 parts
previously impossible to test
because of complex shape or
accessibility.
The MIC-20IL
and M[C-205L are new addition to Krautkrarner'
line of
portable hardness, testing equipmem, They are compatible with
the M[C 2 and MlC 10 series of
C]
based
instruments.
Krautkramer Branson, Inc., 50
Industrial Park Rd., Lewistown,
PA 1.7044. Phone: (717) 2420327. Fax: (717) 242·2606.

ClflCl.!E REA'DER SERV1CE '1&2'

CIRCLE READER SERVICE 1191

M&M metrology systems are
des igned for universal application and ease of operation-making them ideal for a wide range
of inspection and process control
tasks.
This brochure
describe
how lheyemploy
;generative molion via lincar
interpolation for lead a:nd involute measurement. M&M software can be used on remote or
networked PC's for SPC study
or data. entry. For a free ,eepy,
call 937-859-8273 or fax 9378594452.
CIRCLE IREADER SERV1CE .159

This brochure describes the new
Shavemaster
22.0-400
high
accuracy Gear Shaving machines. The Shavemaster
ls
state-of-the-art hardware combined with eN software that
allows u ers [0 create more
complex parts. Wilh seven (7)
axes and complex mixed movemenrsvthese machines allow
gear finishing thai lis impossible
with traditional machines. For
more information please contact
National
Broach
&
Machine Co. al (810) 263·0100.
CIRCLE READER SERVICE '160
JJli.NUJli.~YIFEBFlUJli.!n
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Business Opportunities?
Visibility? Custome'f Contact?
List your company FREEfor six months on powertransmiss;on.com~ the power transmission industry's online buyers guide.
That's right. Six months FREE,plus

• Fr.. Falxa" Hoi In ..lulrl •
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Hundreds of gear manufacturing and power transmission companies have already taken
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A. Quiiiclk and Portable'

Welcome to ,our Product N'ews Ipage. Hera,we feature, Inew pli\oducts of interest to the'
'gear',and ,gear products markels.Jo 'get more, inf·ormaUon ,oulhese items, please circle'
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HELP WANTED

GIEAR: MIETIROLOGY
E!NGINEER
Familiar with CNCgear testing
software development
Must know C/C+T and have a

baekground in gear metrolog:y.

AUSTRALIA

GEA'R APPLICATION ENGINEER
We require the services of a qualified engineer
with a practical understanding of gear applications. This person needs to demonstrate skills in

eitl1er or all areas of:
.' Gear design in spur, helical and ,allbevels.
• Design of gearbox and open-gear design
applications.

Our company built the' first
PC-based anal,ytical system.
Look us up on tile web -

http.//www.rototech.com
Fax resumete (931) 865~0656

Roto~Technology,lnc.
351 Fame Road
Dayton, Ohio, 45449

IGEAR DES!lG:N ENGINEER
Cotta Transmission to, an industry leader in spa~ialized transmission design and: manufacture, has
an immediate opening for 8' gear design engineer in
its Rockford, IL headquarters.
The qualilied individual will possess:
- A BS in Mechanical Engineering.
• At least 5 years experience in the· design and
application of helical gearillgand parallel shaft
gea~box design.
.•. PC Ineracv, wlth special consid aration to those
with ProlE and TK Solver praficiency.
• The ability to perform rotor dynamic analvsls,
bearing selection and design, and lubrication sys
tern design. Proficiencv!n FEAwil1 be considered
a. plus.
• Th e ability to work in a diverse, learn oriented
atmosphere.
This position will be an integral part of our grow·
ing desig n team, which has seen an incr'ease in
business this year 01 over 4U%_
We offer a competi1ive sa laly and benefits package, including relocation and educational assista-nce. For confidential consideration of this position, send your resume, including salary history, to:

Cotta Transmission ,Co.
2210' Harl~isonl Ave,. '. P.O.IBol! 5721
lIocllfonl, IL 6U25
.AIIn: Homan Resoultes

• Gear and .gearbox failure analvses.

.Is

able

to clearly

communicate

with customers

both technically as well as commerciallv.
-Is willing to tra,vel into South East Asia.
please provide us with a brief
resume, upon which we' will forward you details
about our organization.

If interested,

MACHIINE SHOP
COST ESTIMATOR
Precision gear manufacturer seeks
estimator for fast-paced, growing
concern. Hands-on machinery
experience required via work or
trade school. Computer li1!eracyand
knowledge of rnanutacturinq methods '& processes desired. Benefits,
401 k. Uualifj·ed candidate please
send resume with salary history to:
AWED IDEVICES
.ATTNIHRlCE
PO BOX '502
IBALDWIN NY 1151'01

FESCA PACLFlCGEARS,. MelbDIL1rI18, Australia
'lax: 61-3-948912!1114'. e-:mail::bert@fpg.c:onl.lu

.AHention: IBelt van D.ijk

.

,JOIN A WINNING TEAM WHERE PEOPLE
ARE SHAPING TOMORROW]
SUNDSTRAND AEROSPACE IS ALEADINGi SUPI PLiER OF TEGHNOLDGi¥ BASED .AEROSPACE
COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS. LET THE ROCKY
MOUNTAINS BE YOUR BACK YARD WHEN YOU
BECOMe PA_RTOF SUNDSTRAND IN OUR SELF
DIRECTED WORK TEAM EN,VIRONMENT IN DEN·
VER, CO LORADO.
'SEAl! GRINDER AND HOSSER
"GEAR SHAPING AND HOSSING
• REISCHAUER AND KAPP GEAR GRINDING
• BROACHING
Mi nimu m 3 yea rsaxpe rtenca rsqu ired.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS PACKME
INCLUDING
HEALTH AND LIfE INSURANCE, VACATION, 401K
WITH COMPANY MATCH, HOllOAYS. PENSION •
WELI.:NESS CENTER AND 100 PERCENT EDUCATiONAL REIMSlJRSEMENT.
'Interested candidates can cbtaln an application
which must be completed with detailed salary his·
tory by Fe billa ry 2B, 1998 to:

'e

WE'RE HIRING
Gear Machine RepainnBn Experienced troubleshooter
for mechanical and hydraulic repairs. Knowledge of
electrical systems desirable. No travel.
Sales Coo~dinator/Associate TraineeWe need an ambitious self-starter with
some familiarity with gea.r machines,
their tooling and accessories
to fill this
[ob, Plenty of room for advancement
Friendly work environment at our convenient northwest suburban Chicago location. Profit sharing, health insurance.

Cadillac Machinery Co. Inc.

SUNDSTRAND

'40~ lont Avenue
Elk Grove,ll60007

_ ...•~ROSP.ACE---

24811WEST 70TH AVENUE, DENVER, CO aU221
Out of state inquiries call our main Guard ONite at
303-426-2800 for application.
An Affirmative,
ActionjEqual Opportunity Emplover

Fax your resume to 847-437-661B.

Rates-Line Classified: $35 per line, 8 lines per inch, $270 minimum. Classified Display (3" min.): lX-$620, 3X-$S7S,,6X-$54S.
Additional per inch: lX-$210, 3X-.:$200, 6'X-$190. Gear Technology will ser type to advertiser's layout or design a classified ad at
no extra charge. Payment: Full payment must accompany classified ads. Send check or VisalMasterCardiAmerican Express number and
expiration date to Gear Technology, P.O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009. Agency Commission:
sified ads. Materials

reserves the right to accept or reject classified adverti ements at his discretion.
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No agency commission

Deadline: Ads must be received by the 20th of the month, two months prior to publication. Acceptance:
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clas-

Publisher

SERVICES
GEAIR TOOTHIIGRINDING
Spur. He'lical
• Herringbone twith !groo,ve'!

PFAUTER~MAAG
CUTTING TOOLS
LIMITEO PARTNERSHIP

HOB SHARPENING
SERVICE,

Capacity UpilO 63'" 0 0.,
11
•

Stat ,cun,er Co.

1 DI.IP.,1Irfacel
AG-- - ICertification -nS,pection

Delivery to IMeet Vour Requirements
IMidwest Gear IGorp',
,21B2IE. A· rora IRd:

Twinsburgl" IOH ,4408J
Phone 330-425-4419
'Fail:m.®B600

Ii)'irect your inquiries 10'
Ron "'umphrey, Genera'l Manager

West Branch Industries
Subsidiary of Star Cutter Co.
2083 W. M-'55. West Branch, MI48661
1-888'-Flasharp ol-1!33·73,7-42n

PFAUTER.-MAA.G CUTTING 100LS
n5[ Windsor Road. P.O.Bo:l;, 2950
Love Park.1L 61132-2950

Phone (815) 877-8900
fax (8IS) 877-0264

PILDn" (517)345-2865 '" fAX; (517)345-5660

cmCLlE 117

CIRCLE 188

'CIRCLE 186

IHO'B SHARPENING

fine' to coarse' pitch; gear head ,and
gear reducer: Spur, helical. worm,
bevel. and herring,bone gears. Plastic,
sintering, nonferrous, steal and/or titanium alloy. Skive, and crown hobbing
after heat tr'eatment Gear .shaving ,and

(6112), ,425..52,41
Spur and helical gears to 80" 01.0.
Bevel gears to 36" 01.0. and 11 1f2 DP.
lintemal gears to 36" P.O.. and 3 DP:
Worm gem to 48" 01.0. and 2 Oil:
Sprockets to' 80' 0.0. and 2 1/2" pitch.
Spline shafts to 120" long.
Crown shaving to 24" 01.01.
Gear tooth grinding to, 24" 10.101.and 2.D.P.
Thread ,grindingto 14" OIL and 4a'long.
Internal and external cylindrical grinding.
Can for ,ourb-ochura

Pho e17J..ZBl.fi42.'· Fax 113",28~-4720
'Ohicago, III

HSS & Carbide up to !S" Dia.
Straight IGash.

Sha,rpened & Iinspected
Per AGMA. STANDARDS
Quiek Turnaround

gear grinding'.
We can also supply shaving; cutters (6··

28 [)P'\a.nd

hobs (2.5-32 [)P)from

Taiwan.

GREATlAIWAN,G~
IGrlBt Gear Corp',
115 Bendlllgwood Circle
Tllylo.,., SC ,29681
Tel: 864-322-11266,. Fax: 8&'I-609.52fiI:
E-mail: GreatTaiwanGar@worldnetalt.nel

K,ono SHARPENING, SER,VlCE
9530 - :BSIH AVENUE NO. ··IMAPLE
GROVE, IMN '55-369
CIRCLE. 176
-

-

CIRCLE 195,
-

,

GEAR TOOTH
GRINDING SERVICES
--

----

• Cost effective ge.sr tOIl~hgrinding

speciallists
.' Gear manufacturers are

our

onlv

customers

.' Prototype and IProduction Quantities:
• CalPacity to 2.7.'5' P.O., 3.'5 D. P.
.' Able to match delivery to your
requirements

.' All service to AGMA standards with
Certified Gear Inspection Eq,uipment

PRO-GEAR. COMPANY, INC.
23 Dick Road Depew •.NY 14043
Phone 1716)684-38n

IFax0161' 684-1717

Contour Inductlion
Hard,ening Sipecialists
Spur, helical ,and bevel ge81'S
lOur g,ear hardening equipment
includes 3 NAlCO submerged
process machines and 4.AJAX

leNIG-controlled gear .scanning
machines. We can tooll to meet
any production need. ICall for a
c'ompanv brochure'.

American Metal Trealing C'om,pany
1043 East 62nd Street
ICleveland,OIH44103
(216) 431-449'2

F.ax: 12116) 431-1508
URL: WWViI.geattechnDfDgy:com
/copage!amtc.htm
CIRCLE 174
JANUARY/FEBRUARY
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The Jewels In the (Gear) Crown
Gear Technology's bimonthly aberration ~ gear trivia, humor, weirdness and oddments for the edification and
amusement of our readers. Contributions are welcome.
----

m

~~~~~~~----

~~~~----------

ver the years the Addendum

taff.has brought y.ouodd, little
known and sometimes useles
facts about almost every conceivable topic concerning gears. This
month, as part of our never-ending campaign to upgrade the tone of the indus.
Iry, we are venturing into the world of
hilgll fashion. Lose those pocket protectors, gear fans. Welcome to the land of
gear haute couture. Appearing now, in
select magazines, are ads that rival those
of Bulgari, Cartier and Tiffany. These
gear "gems" come courtesy of Winzeler
Gear, Chicago, IL.
The ads, shot in elegant and understated black-and-white, feature fashion
model Bodil wearing Winzeler gears in
her ears, on her arms and around her
neck. John Winzeler, whose company
specializes in small plastic geara.had
some of his end product made into jewelry to be modeled by the lady in: question, The reason for this venrure into
industrial chic? Winzeler wanted an ad
campaign that would be noticed.
Winzeler and Dan Kennedy, president of Ken.nedy Advertising, Winzeler's agency, have been doing traditional
gear ads for years, and doing them very
well. One of them was Design News'
Best Ad for 1997. But Winzeler was
ready to move beyond the usual charts,
cross section drawings, specs and product photos that are the staples of most
manufacturing advertising. Winzeler's
i.nterest in fashion photography and an
led him in a different direction.
Winzeler and Kennedy had talked
about a new direction for their ad campaign for some time, but the jewelry
concept came to Kennedy "about 3:00
in the morning." Why not draw a paralleI between the craftsmanship and precision required to make fine jewelry and
that demanded of gear makers, specifically those at Winzeler Gear?
56 GE.~A TECHNOLOGY
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A risky idea? Maybe, especially in
an industry that tends to be conservative
at best. But Winzeler, never one, in his
own words, "to fly in formation," was
intri.gued by the notion and decided to
run with it.
For Winzeler and Kennedy, the goal
was to get the ads noticed and remembered. What better way to do that than to
have a picture of a beautiful woman
with a delicate worm gear dangling
from one ear, right there among the formulas and photos of machine tools?
Readers might .not like what they saw
(although early indicators are that they
do), but they'd remember it.
But the execution of this great idea
turned out to be more complicated than
it first appeared to be. Over a year of
consultations between jewelry and gear
designers, photographers, Winzeler and
Kennedy went into the production and
development. Ultimately the gear jewelry was made of plastic resin painted sHver and fitted with. jewelry hardwareearring backs, bracelet clasps and neck
chains and ribbons-s-to make them
functional Voila! Wonn gear earrings, a
bevel and miter gear ring, spur gear
bracelets and a gear sector necklace.

Next, after the gear jewelry was
completed, up-and-coming fashion photographer Michael Voltattomi was
brought on to do the photos. He took
more than 400 shots of Bodil wearing
the jewelry. From these, the pictures
were chosen for the first three ads in the
campaign. Several others were mounted
and framed and are presently displayed
in the lobby at Winzeler Gear.
The ad campaign was treated with all
the secrecy of a bot new product release.
Not even the staff at Winzeler Gear
knew what was up. "Everyone .knew
something was going on, but didn't
know what," says Winzeler.
Once the ad campaign was ready,
Winzeler and Kennedy took another leaf
from the world of high fashion and
unveiled the new jewelry and the ad
series with a big party attended by the
Winzeler Gear staff, people from
Kennedy Advertising, Michael Voltattorni, Boon, and friends and clients of
the company.
Since the kickoff, the first ad in the
series, one featuring Bodil wearing
worm gear earrings (gear-rings?), has
run in Machille Design, Design News,
and Aulo World. Other gear jewelry ads
are to follow.
Winzeler is committed to the series.
"We have about 400 other photos," he
says, "We could be into this for the long
haul" says Winzeler.
Winzeler Gear jewelry ads don't yet
have the instant recognizability of an
Absolut vodka bottle, but that's the
direction Winzeler, never one to think
small; would like to go.
Hey, it could happen. Look out,
Tiffa..ny.Here comes Winzeler Gear! 0
Plroto by Mit:.h().~1 VollaJlOm;.
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We Do That Little Extra That

Makes The BIG Difference ...
• CrOWDhobbing for noise reduction and
misali:gnment oompensation,
• Hud bobbing with. ,carbide bobs after heat.
bleat as a substitute for gear grinding.
• CNC hobbm.'-g and, shaping~ent
programs for varymgteetb and pitches.
• Hobbing.2 tooth & pter helicallpinions.
• Special formssucb as high helix WOl1D&

and! camshafts.
• Pruisionanalytital gear itupection.
• Hob sharpening.
Forest City Gear .. ,the most modem fine and
medium pitch gear job sbop in the world.

815-623.2168

Come visit w.

Fax:8154i23~20
we
IVek!,71U.our
-._.
competitors!
11715, Main Street
_
P. O. BOI 80
Rosooe, IL ,61073-0080 ~
..-

=:..: ~

www.fc.geax.com.
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